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Foreword
lauren J. lieberman, Phd

I have taught children with severe and multiple disabilities for many years in inclu-
sive and segregated settings. Thinking of ways to involve children with physical 
disabilities in activities in any placement of physical education has been a struggle 
for teachers for years.

Ann Davis has written a book to embrace, excite, and challenge teachers as 
they include children with physical disabilities in physical education. The creativ-
ity, imagination, and commitment that Ann shows through Physical Activities In 
the Wheelchair and Out are incredible. You can see the results of her years of 
teaching and success throughout this book.

Ann is an alumna of the College at Brockport, where I teach, and she has taught 
children with physical disabilities for many years. When she was looking for an 
outlet  for a book she had developed from her years of  teaching children with 
special needs, she sent me a draft. I immediately said that she had to get these 
ideas out to teachers. The ideas are clear, practical, and applicable to children of 
any age. Teachers have been longing for a book like this for years.

This book is unique: It focuses on children with severe and multiple disabilities 
who may or may not use wheelchairs. The upbeat graphics clearly explain how 
to set up an activity or game. Each skill or game is presented in several ways to 
accommodate the variety of abilities we see daily in our gymnasiums. The par-
ticipants can choose whether to use their chairs, depending on their goals. The 
graphics in the book are so good that they can be used in stations to show the skill 
or activity to be performed, and they are so clear that a volunteer, paraeducator, 
or trained peer tutor could use them as a guide to activity stations with one child 
or a group of children.

Another unique aspect of  this book  is  that  it offers activities  for  individual, 
partner,  or  group  confi gurations.  These  include  activities  for  body awareness, 
body control, manipulative activities, and games. Physical Activities In the Wheel-
chair and Out focuses on personalizing participation using the variables of space, 
equipment, and skill performance. Each activity, whether it is a push, drop, throw, 
catch, or strike, shows skills from simple to complex, using common equipment 
that you most likely have in your program.

The games section of the book describes simple games that teachers can offer 
in their segregated or inclusive classes. Games like beanbag race, punch volleyball, 
hit and run, gone fi shing, knock-down relay race, ball dance, and many more are 
explained with both in-the-chair and out-of-the-chair versions. They focus on basic 
game, sport, and recreation skills that will help children throughout their lives.

Whether  you  are  a  teacher,  parent,  teacher  aid,  therapist,  or  professional 
preparation student, Physical Activities In the Wheelchair and Out will open up 
your mind and excite your imagination. With a little time, energy, and innovation, 
all of your students will be active participants in any game or activity that is in 
your curriculum!

I would like to thank Ann personally for her dedication and commitment to the 
fi eld. Her creativity, energy, enthusiasm, and passion can now be shared with others 
through this amazing book of games and activities, in the wheelchair and out!
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Preface
Most of us move our bodies and their parts with little or no attention to the fact 
that our effortless movement is a gift. Thus, it’s easy for us to take for granted all 
the benefi ts that physical activity adds to our lives. However, there are those for 
whom even minor movements require major effort. They, too, deserve the benefi ts 
of physical activity, activities that are constructed to use their abilities as they are.

In this book, you will fi nd ideas that provide opportunities for individuals with 
disabilities to develop basic participation skills in ways that meet their unique abili-
ties. Full of physical activities and games that can be done in a wheelchair (or any 
chair) and on the fl oor, it has been written with the emphasis on adapting activity 
to participants’ differing performance abilities. This book minimizes performance 
guidelines, benchmarks, and outcomes that usually require individuals to conform 
to a standard. Instead, it describes activities that participants can perform in ways 
that are most suitable for them.

This book will help teachers, therapists, caregivers, recreation specialists, and 
others develop modifi ed and adapted activities. It offers alternatives and tech-
niques that promote independent participation and presents them in enjoyable 
and creative ways. The activities described allow unique participation methods 
that  emphasize  abilities  rather  than  disabilities,  strengths  versus  weaknesses, 
leading to good feelings about movement. There is joy in physical activity, and 
we, as teachers and caregivers, are responsible for fi nding ways for those with 
limitations to share that joy.

The design of this book keeps words to a minimum; instead, it uses illustrations 
to show many ways to present skills and games. Because each day brings new 
opportunities and challenges, activities need continued revision if they are to be 
successful when we are working with those with disabilities. The illustrations pro-
vided in this book are meant to be a springboard for your own creative thought 
as you work each day with students of varying and changing needs.

The activities presented here are suitable for those with limited physical skills 
and delayed or poor motor coordination and control, as well as those who have 
normal developmental skills. The activities can provide the impetus for participation 
in adaptive physical education, therapeutic recreation, home play, and all areas 
where physical activity is encouraged. The activities are doable, allowing those 
with developmental disabilities as well as those disabled through life circumstances 
to experience physical success.

An individual does not have to be in a wheelchair to benefi t from the activities 
described here; individuals who do not normally use a wheelchair can also benefi t 
from doing activities in a seated position. A chair can provide personal boundaries 
for an individual. A chair can remove interfering issues such as poor balance. A 
chair can level the playing fi eld in multilevel groups. A chair can limit other distrac-
tions. A chair can assist an individual in organizing the immediate environment.

Providing activities that allow for success on personal terms encourages a positive 
attitude about one’s individual capabilities. Besides the obvious physical benefi t 
of participation is the additional one of feeling good about oneself, enjoying a 
sense of accomplishment, and having fun.
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This book will help you develop active participants who are comfortable with 
who  they are  and  confident  in  spite of  limitations. Movement  is  the heart of 
physical education and recreation and plays a major role in health. Positive self-
image and self-confidence are also components of good health. Humans come in 
a variety of sizes, shapes, and abilities. As a person working with individuals with 
disabilities, you have a unique opportunity to develop participation styles that 
encourage success by recognizing differences that honor the amazing diversity 
of human beings.
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Using this Guide
Physical Activities In the Wheelchair and Out: An Illustrated Guide to Personal-
izing Participation shows you a general approach to adaptive activity that you can 
use with any participant in any context. The principle of using the same organiza-
tion, rules, and methodology to keep things fair and even is actually unfair to many 
participants. Acknowledging differences and honoring uniqueness by providing 
opportunities to participate in one’s own way respects the dignity of those with 
disabilities. In any given activity, several participants may access and perform the 
activity in several different ways. The idea of customizing each activity for each 
participant might seem overwhelming at fi rst, but this book will spark your own 
creativity with ideas and variations and provide a foundation of knowledge that 
you can build on as you gain experience.

ProGression

Because body awareness is a prerequisite for other physical skills and activities, 
chapter  1  is  devoted  to  exploring  concepts  and  vocabulary  related  to  body 
parts, movement, and spatial awareness. Subsequent chapters explore various 
manipulative skills (such as kicking and throwing) in the same way, defi ning the 
skill and illustrating ways in which the skill can be practiced in the chair or on the 
fl oor. The fi nal chapter brings body awareness and skills together in group games.

The book is based on the premise that individual skill precedes the organiza-
tion and interaction necessary for partner and group activity. Body awareness, 
actions, and control are the basics needed for more complex activities. Individual 
success in these areas leads to the ability to participate with another person. 
This then leads to group activities, games, and modifi ed sports that require not 
only basic skills but interaction with others and a higher level of organization.

Each chapter shows individual activities fi rst and then activities that can be 
done with partners.  Each  chapter begins by breaking a  skill  into  its  simplest 
components  and  then  offering  progressive  alternatives  in  the  execution  of 
the skill. Hints for implementation are also included. Following the description 
of  the  skill  and  its options  are  the actual  activity  ideas. The  illustrations  are 
meant  to offer  suggestions  and,  for  the most part,  do not  refl ect  individual 
modifi cations and adaptations. Performance of the activity will need to be indi-
vidualized using the suggested options as well as the current abilities of each 
participant.

The organization used in this book follows a logical progression. Using the skill 
of kick as an example, the curricular progression would be as follows:

  1. Activities that teach and encourage the use of the feet and legs conducted 
in centers or any loose formation that has individual participation as its focus

  2. The addition of a ball, beanbag, or other object that can be moved with the 
legs or feet during the activity, still requiring solitary engagement

  3. Simple partner activities using the legs or feet that include a ball or beanbag 
and cooperative play

www.Ebook777.com
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4. Simple group games played in a line, circle, or scatter formation that, in part 
or as a whole, use a ball, beanbag, or object moved with the legs or feet

  5. Lead-up games and modified sports that primarily use the legs and feet

Participants in this series of activities are provided with a progressive experience 
in skill, social interaction, and complexity of organization as each step adds a layer 
of difficulty. Partner play requires individual skill and a certain social awareness. 
Group games add additional requirements such as waiting for a turn or staying 
in a specific formation. Lead-up games and modified sports call for specific roles, 
actions and patterns, rules, and often the performance of two or more differing 
actions in the same activity.

Personalization

Personalizing participation involves using the tools of space, equipment, and skill 
in unique ways that meet the abilities of each person. Each of these tools plays a 
vital role in success, and none are an end in themselves. They are all a means to 
an end and provide the key to successful participation.

space
Space requirements in an activity depend on range of motion, ability to impart 
force, speed of movement, and ability to understand boundaries. Here are some 
general guidelines for using space to adapt activities:

• Clearly mark activity areas to define boundaries and participation require-
ments within the space.

• Evaluate the spatial needs of each person. Some participants may need to be 
closer to activity components. Some may need to travel shorter distances. 
Some may need items to be higher or placed closer to the ground.

• Decrease the overall activity space when necessary to facilitate successful 
participation. Use a smaller court, a lower net, a smaller circle, or closer bases.

• During  initial  trials of an activity, err on the side of  less space rather than 
more. Distances can be modified for the group and per individual as needed.

• Placement of the chair in relation to the activity affects the ability to perform.

• Adjust the angle of the chair and its proximity to equipment and supports 
for each person.

• Some activities may work better with the wheelchair in an upright posi-
tion, others with the chair tilted back.

• Chairs may need to be turned sideways to facilitate use of a dominant 
side of the body.

• In some types of activities, chairs may need to be touching to encourage 
successful participation.

• Position chairs nearer to or farther from light sources, sounds, other par-
ticipants, and equipment to accommodate individual needs.
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equipment
It’s important to select the right equipment for each person. Like clothing, equip-
ment can be too big, too small, too heavy, or too light for the conditions. Whether 
participants will be able to use equipment that is of standard size and weight will 
depend on the disability. Equipment is a means to an end. Adapt and substitute 
in order to reach those ends.

Within the range of standard equipment items, there are many potential adjust-
ments that can be made:

• An activity that uses a ball can use a basketball, volleyball, playground ball, 
semi-inflated ball, slow-moving ball, oversized ball, heavy ball, light ball, or 
even a balloon.

• Hanging a ball eliminates the need to chase and retrieve. Hang balls from 
the ceiling, basketball hoops, or chin-up bars.

• For two-hand throws, use a ball that can be slightly compressed to help 
with grip.

• Punchballs (purchased in the party supply area of stores) or balloons are 
slower moving, lighter, and easier to track, and they move easily with mini-
mal force applied. They are a good option when range of motion is an issue.

• Less air in a ball makes for better grip, less bounce, and a shorter distance 
traveled.

• In activities that use an implement for striking, any of the following will work: 
a paddle, a bat, a dowel rod, a paper towel tube, a rhythm stick, one’s own 
hand, one’s hand with a puppet on it, or a plastic bowling pin.

• A thin bat or dowel rod can be easier to grasp.
• A fat bat and a large ball give the greatest potential contact area.
• A paddle or short bat is easier to move in the desired direction.
• A racket provides a large surface area for striking.
• Support equipment for striking, such as batting tees and balls suspended 

by rope or string, should be placed in the way that best works for each 
person. Distance, height, and placement in relation to the chair need to 
be considered. Some participants will be more successful with supports 
placed in front of them and some with the supports placed to the side. 
Experiment to see what works best.

Equipment choices are a part of the process of  individualizing participation. 
The same equipment does not have to be used for each player even though the 
activity or game is the same for all.

skill
The importance of developing methods that increase independent participation in 
physical activities cannot be stressed enough. In instances where there is limited 
mobility, it becomes imperative to structure techniques to meet the immediate 
capabilities of the participant. To learn by doing is to experience and organize 



x  Using This Guide   Using This Guide  xi

firsthand single or sequential movements. Skill  is acquired  in many ways. Find 
these ways, often through trial and error, and assist the participant in building a 
repertoire of activities that can be done individually or with others. As competence 
is established, technique can become more focused and refined. Additional time, 
many repetitions, and assistance, provided as needed, lead to greater participa-
tion ability. Begin with what is and work toward what could be. Performance skill 
is another tool, a means to an end. And the end is always to cultivate the most 
independent participation possible for each person.

Consider the following general guidelines for modifying skill execution:

• Assess what movement is possible, right down to eye blinks, head nods, and 
smiles.

• Demonstrate first, and then offer physical assistance.

• Physical assistance is a means to an end, a learning tool. It is not a participa-
tion method. Every time there  is physical assistance,  there should be give 
and take between the participant and the person providing the assistance. 
In cases of severe disability, having the opportunity to indicate readiness for 
play by facial expression, eye contact, or sound may be the only independent 
participation possible.

• Break the action into simple steps and verbalize what body parts are moving 
as well as how they are moving.

• Simplify skills by providing cue words for each major step in the action. For 
example, for the overhand throw, say, “Up. Throw.” Use the fewest words 
that make sense to cue the action.

• Position the wheelchair to facilitate performance of the skill.

• In body awareness activities, looking at, pointing to, or moving a part are all 
acceptable ways of indicating awareness.

• Performance of a skill after a period of practice compared to the initial per-
formance of the skill may show only small, if any, variation. Over time the 
ability to perform an action will improve, but the performance of a skill will 
always be individual.

• Gradations  in movement  components  such as  speed,  force, and direction 
before  and  after  practice  may  be  minimal.  Investigate  these  components 
individually, finding the best way for a participant to impart force, increase 
speed, or control direction (overhand, underhand, sidearm, and so on).

• When demonstrating an action, use a lot of space. Exaggerated movements 
are more visible  and  show  smaller  components more easily. Move  slowly 
when demonstrating.

Use combinations of space, equipment, and skill execution that work for the 
individual participant. Finding ways for each person to experience success requires 
patience. It also entails letting go of standard rules for skill execution and, instead, 
being creative. Look at the function of the skill first. How can a person meet the 
function of the skill when the execution of the standard form is not within current 
abilities? To paraphrase William James, “If it works, it’s true.”
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1

E5300/Davis/CO1/409826/alw/r1   

I once demonstrated how to do a headstand against the wall in a class of mobile 
students with special needs. When asked to try it, one participant placed his head 
and hands against the wall, waited, then turned around and placed his feet against 

the wall. He then turned again and went back to his original position. He stayed there 
for a moment and then reversed again, placing his feet to the wall. He understood 
that both the head and feet ended up at the wall, but he had no concept of how to 
get his body in that position.

BODY AWARENESS



2 Physical Activities In the Wheelchair and Out

It is important to remember that when mobility is limited, exploration of the 
environment is also limited. Normal development of body awareness can be com-
promised by the inability to explore one’s self and environment. Kinesthetic aware-
ness (awareness of the position of the body in space) can also be compromised.

It is important to spend time reinforcing basic body awareness as well as spatial 
awareness. Provide activities that develop the awareness of body parts, movement 
of parts, and movement of the whole body. Terms like front and back, up and 
down, top and bottom, next to, in front of, in back of, side, near, far, over, under, 
forward, backward, and sideways are all concepts that need to be reinforced, if 
not taught directly.

Without these simple concepts, it is dif� cult to follow directions for move-
ment. When we teach a skill, we use spatial terms. But if the participant does not 
understand the term backward, saying, “Move your leg backward to prepare to 
kick,” is ineffective. Thus, it is important to spend time teaching and reviewing 
on a regular basis the most common terms.

Teach body awareness through individual and partner activities and employ 
the use of basic and easily manageable equipment to keep experiences fresh. 
Encourage the use of as many body parts as possible when performing whole-
body movements such as wiggle or shake.

Bottom

In back of

E5300/Davis/fig1.1/409827/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig1.2/409828/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig1.3/409829/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig1.4/409830/alw/r1   On top of

E5300/Davis/fig1.5/409831/alw/r1   Up
UnderE5300/Davis/fig1.6/409832/alw/r1   

Next to

Teaching movement provides us with the opportunity to see the
thinking process as it happens.

Top
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BODY PARTS

Head

E5300/Davis/fig1.7d/409836/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig1.7a/409833/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig1.7b/409834/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig1.7c/409835/alw/r1   

Elbow

Knee

E5300/Davis/fig1.8a/409837/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig1.8c/409839/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig1.9a/409841/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig1.9b/409842/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig1.9c/409843/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig1.8d/409840/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig1.9d/409844/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig1.8b /409838/alw/r1   
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E5300/Davis/fig1.14/409852/alw/r1   

Head and knee.Neck and nose.

Foot

E5300/Davis/fig1.10a/409845/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig1.10b/409846/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig1.10c/409847/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig1.10d/409848/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig1.11/409849/alw/r1   
Ear and belly. Knee and back.

PARTS WITH PARTS

E5300/Davis/fig1.13/409851/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig1.12/409850/alw/r1   
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Elbows to knees. Hand to hand.

Chin to chest. Leg to knee.

Foot to foot.

Knees to chest.

Hand to ankle.

Elbow to knee.

E5300/Davis/fig1.15/409853/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig1.16/409854/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig1.17/409855/alw/r2
E5300/Davis/fig1.18/409856/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig1.19/409857/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig1.20/409858/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig1.21/409860/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig1.22/409861/alw/r1   
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PARTNER PARTS

Chin on hands. Hand to foot.
E5300/Davis/fig1.23/409862/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig1.24/409863/alw/r1   

Hand to hand.Back to back.

Hand to head. Knee to knee.
E5300/Davis/fig1.25/409864/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig1.26/409865/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig1.27/409866/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig1.28/409867/alw/r1   
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Hand to knee. Elbow to foot.

Side to side. Foot to foot.

Foot to knee. Hand to hand.

E5300/Davis/fig1.29/409868/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig1.30/409869/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig1.31/409871/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig1.32/409872/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig1.33/409873/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig1.34/409874/alw/r1   
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INDIVIDUAL BODY ACTIONS

Bend. Stretch.

Twist. Rock.

Roll.

Kick.

Shake.

Clap.

E5300/Davis/fig1.35/409875/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig1.36/409876/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig1.37/409877/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig1.38/409878/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig1.39/409879/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig1.40/409880/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig1.41/409881/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig1.42/409882/alw/r1   
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Punch. Pull.

Swing. Hug.

Bend.

Squeeze.

Push.

Stretch.

E5300/Davis/fig1.43/409883/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig1.44/409884/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig1.45/409885/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig1.46/409886/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig1.47/409887/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig1.48/409888/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig1.49/409889/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig1.50/409890/alw/r1   
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Push. Stretch.

Squeeze. Stretch.

Push.

Swing.

Roll.

Lift.

E5300/Davis/fig1.51/409891/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig1.52/409892/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig1.53/409893/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig1.54/409894/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig1.55/409895/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig1.56/409896/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig1.57/409897/alw/r4
E5300/Davis/fig1.58/409898/alw/r2
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Shrug. Squeeze.

Stamp. Clap.

E5300/Davis/fig1.59/409899/alw/r2 E5300/Davis/fig1.60/409900/alw/r2

E5300/Davis/fig1.61/409901/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig1.62/409902/alw/r2

PARTNER BODY ACTIONS

Dodge. Clap.E5300/Davis/fig1.63/409903/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig1.64/409904/alw/r1   

Push. Lift.
E5300/Davis/fig1.65/409905/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig1.66/409906/alw/r1   
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Bend. Point.

Climb. Dance.

Stretch.

Pull.

Pull.

Lift.

E5300/Davis/fig1.67/409907/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig1.68/409908/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig1.69/409909/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig1.70/409910/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig1.71/409911/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig1.72/409912/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig1.73/409913/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig1.74/409914/alw/r1   
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Dance. Push.

Stretch. Rock.

Stretch.

E5300/Davis/fig1.75/409915/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig1.76/409916/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig1.77/409917/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig1.78/409918/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig1.79/409919/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig1.80/420876/alw/r2Push.
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2

E5300/Davis/CO2/409993/alw/r1   

One day I tied several small parachutes to ropes and hung them from the ceil-
ing. Participants had a chance to hold the ropes and then let the parachutes 
drop. The group sang “Drop Goes the Weasel” as they paraded around the 

room, passing under the parachutes. Each time the group sang “drop,” the parachutes 
came down, covering the players. They loved it. I loved that William, who had shown 
no connection to or interest in any activities, actually came into the room the next 
day, looked for the parachutes, and then went to stand under one . . . waiting . . . 
with a big smile!

DROP



16 Physical Activities In the Wheelchair and Out

A drop involves releasing an object that is being held stationary by, or on, one 
or more body parts. Application of force is not necessary. A very simple way to 
drop an object is to balance it on a body part and then move the part until the 
object falls off.

E5300/Davis/fig2.1a/409994/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig2.1b/409995/alw/r1   Another way to drop an object is to place it in the hand or � ngers and work 
to release it.

E5300/Davis/fig2.2a/409996/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig2.2b/409997/alw/r1   
A drop can also be done by wedging a soft ball or other object between two 

body parts and releasing it.

E5300/Davis/fig2.3a/409998/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig2.3b/409999/alw/r1   Use balls that are easy to grasp when teaching drop. These can include sponge 

balls, yarn balls, squishy balls, semi-in� ated balls, or foam balls.
Any object can be used for dropping activities. Place a puppet or pom-pom 

loosely on a hand so that it is almost falling off. Ask the participant to move his 
hand until it falls off. That’s dropping! Items can be dropped from almost any 
body part. As an attention getter, drop an object that makes noise.

To hang a ball for any activity, place it in a mesh bag (even the kind oranges 
and onions come in) and suspend it, using string or rope, from anything available. 
Use chinning bars, basketball hoops, soccer nets, or the ceiling. It works best to 
have a way to adjust the height of the suspended object so each person can be 
accommodated.

If you hang balls from the ceiling, use sturdy eye screws. If the ceiling is sus-
pended, use plant hooks (available in the plant section of most stores). The plant 
hooks clip to the grids between the ceiling tiles.
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INDIVIDUAL DROP

E5300/Davis/fig2.4/410000/alw/r2Into the tube. Over the cone.

Beanbag in the bucket.

E5300/Davis/fig2.5/410001/alw/r2

E5300/Davis/fig2.6/410002/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig2.7/410003/alw/r1   

Two at a time.

E5300/Davis/fig2.8/410004/alw/r1   Lift and drop. E5300/Davis/fig2.9/410005/alw/r1   Back drop.
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Drop two at a time. Shape lift and drop.

Ring drop or toss. Off the head and into the cone.

Pom-pom lap drop. Over the tee.

E5300/Davis/fig2.10/410006/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig2.11/410007/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig2.12/410008/alw/r2 E5300/Davis/fig2.13/410009/alw/r2

E5300/Davis/fig2.14/410010/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig2.15/410011/alw/r1   
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Decorate the tree. Parachute-on-a-rope drop.

Drop on the wedge. Over-the-head drop.

Foot drop. Noisy rhythm sticks.

E5300/Davis/fig2.16/410012/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig2.17/410013/alw/r2

E5300/Davis/fig2.18/410014/alw/r2
E5300/Davis/fig2.19/410015/alw/r2    

E5300/Davis/fig2.20/410016/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig2.21/410017/alw/r1   
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PARTNER DROP

Rhythm sticks in a ball bag. Basketball drop.

Plastic eggs in a basket. Human hoop drop.

Parachute-on-a-rope drop
on a friend.

Alternating lift and drop.

E5300/Davis/fig2.22/410018/alw/r2 E5300/Davis/fig2.23/410019/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig2.24/410020/alw/r2 E5300/Davis/fig2.25/410021/alw/r2

E5300/Davis/fig2.26/410022/alw/r2

E5300/Davis/fig2.27/410023/alw/r3
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Duo back drop. Cooperative hoop drop.

Who goes � rst? A drop in the bucket.

Partner palm drop. Cooperative lift and drop.

E5300/Davis/fig2.28/410024/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig2.29/410025/alw/r2

E5300/Davis/fig2.30/410026/alw/r2 
E5300/Davis/fig2.31/410027/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig2.32/410028/alw/r2
E5300/Davis/fig2.33/410029/alw/r1   
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3

E5300/Davis/CO3/410031/alw/r1   One day I asked Mary to push a folded mat that was standing on end. This mat 
was lined up with several other mats, all placed on end close to one another. 
Her soft push brought the � rst mat into the second, the second into the third 

. . . and so on! Soon the entire class couldn’t wait for a turn to push.

PUSH
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A push involves applying force to move an object away from a person. A push 
can be as simple as an arm movement in the appropriate direction, even if the 
object does not move.

E5300/Davis/fig3.1a/410032/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig3.1b/410033/alw/r1   

A push can be a sideways sweep, a small forward movement, or even light 
contact with an object.

E5300/Davis/fig3.2a/410034/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig3.2b/410035/alw/r1   

Any body part can be used for a push.

E5300/Davis/fig3.3a/410036/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig3.3b/410037/alw/r1   

Any application of force, no matter how small, can be considered a push.
To be motivating, an activity must be fun and grab the attention of the partici-

pant. Objects that make noise, that return to the player, that fall down, that will 
move easily, that can be stacked—these can all be motivating.

A push is the start of a throw, and in some cases will be the only way a par-
ticipant can get an object moving. If a participant’s grasp is weak or nonexistent, 
a push is a throw.

Modify games such as Ping-Pong or air hockey for using a push and a larger, 
lighter object, such as a balloon. Make a game table by placing an open mat on 
a stack of mats or on the arms of strategically placed wheelchairs. Both options 
allow participants to be closer to the game. If the table is too long for playing 
lengthwise, play widthwise.
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Swinging ball. Down the ramp.

Shuf� eboard push. Swinging ball.

Domino mats. Bop bag push.

INDIVIDUAL PUSH

E5300/Davis/fig3.4/410038/alw/r2
E5300/Davis/fig3.5/410039/alw/r2

E5300/Davis/fig3.6/410040/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig3.7/410041/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig3.8/410042/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig3.9/410043/alw/r2
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Skittle bowling. Fish in a bucket.

The domino effect. Air hockey ball push to the net.

On-the-belly head push. Off the box and into the bucket.

E5300/Davis/fig3.10/410044/alw/r2

E5300/Davis/fig3.11/410045/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig3.12/410046/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig3.13/410047/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig3.14/410048/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig3.15/410049/alw/r2 
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Table push. Hoop push.

Lap push into the basket. A ball at a pin.

Heading the ball. Push belly out on inhale.

E5300/Davis/fig3.16/410050/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig3.17/410051/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig3.18/410052/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig3.19/410053/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig3.20/410054/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig3.21/410055/alw/r1   
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Hockey push. Scooter down the mat.

Puppet off the lap. Hoop push.

How many? net push. Scooter push for distance.

E5300/Davis/fig3.22/410056/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig3.23/410057/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig3.24/410058/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig3.25/410059/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig3.26/410060/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig3.27/410061/alw/r1   
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PARTNER PUSH

Keep it moving. Push and trap.

Partner push. Foot push.

Air hockey. Head to head.

E5300/Davis/fig3.28/410062/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig3.29/410063/alw/r2

E5300/Davis/fig3.30/410064/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig3.31/410065/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig3.32/410066/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig3.33/410067/alw/r1   
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Shuf� eboard push.

Push-down-the-legs catch.

E5300/Davis/fig3.34/410068/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig3.35/410069/alw/r1   
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4

E5300/Davis/CO4/410074/alw/r1   

As part of our County Fair unit, we played a game called Lasso Challenge. The 
game called for a hula hoop to be tied to a rope and tossed over a cardboard 
box. Jeremy not only roped the box, but he then proceeded to pull it across 

the � oor to his chair. His grin told us all how pleased he was.

TOSS

www.Ebook777.com
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A toss involves   nding a way to gently project an object into space. In its sim-
plest form, a toss can be balancing an object on the hand or arm and moving it 
into the air with minimal application of force.

E5300/Davis/fig4.1a/410075/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig4.1b/410076/alw/r1   A toss can also be a simple motion, such as a � ing, that moves an object from 
the hand or arm into the air.

E5300/Davis/fig4.2b/410078/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig4.2a/410077/alw/r1   A toss is simply a gentle throw. Why differentiate? A toss requires less force 
than a throw. In throwing, an increase in speed and force is encouraged. In a toss, 
a gentler motion is called for. It is another way to teach the movement compo-
nents of force and speed. As in throwing, it matters little if the toss is underhand, 
overhand, or sidearm.

In teaching the toss, tie a rope or string to objects to be tossed or thrown to 
make retrieval easy.

In both teaching and practice activities, emphasize a slow, smooth movement. 
The variations of movement in each person may be small. After initial trials, 
encourage a slower and softer movement to project the object. Use verbal cues 
such as “slow” or “easy.”

Mix the activities of toss with those of throw by placing targets or other activ-
ity components closer for toss and higher or at a greater distance for throw. Use 
verbal cues to help participants distinguish the difference in the movements.

E5300/Davis/fig4.3a/410079/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig4.3b/410080/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig4.3c/410081/alw/r1   
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Hoop-on-a-string lasso toss. Basketball toss.

Over-the-net toss. Higher and higher.

Hoop toss. Ring toss.

INDIVIDUAL TOSS

E5300/Davis/fig4.4/410082/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig4.5/410083/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig4.6/410084/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig4.7/410085/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig4.8/410086/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig4.9/410087/alw/r1   
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Beanbags on the circles. Flying disc toss for distance.

Wall toss and catch. Flying disc toss.

Beanbag toss. Tic-tac-toe toss.

E5300/Davis/fig4.10/410088/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig4.11/410089/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig4.12/410090/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig4.13/410091/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig4.14/410092/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig4.15/410093/alw/r1   
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Ball-at-a-pin toss. Over-the-belly toss.

Two-hands-over-the-head toss. Over-the-net-on-a-string toss.

Football-through-the-hoop toss.

E5300/Davis/fig4.16/410094/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig4.17/410095/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig4.18/410096/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig4.19/410097/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig4.20/410098/alw/r1   
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Partner hoop toss. Small parachute toss.

Human ring toss. In the cone.

Partner tic-tac-toe. Exchange toss.

PARTNER TOSS

E5300/Davis/fig4.21/410099/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig4.22/410100/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig4.23/410101/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig4.24/410102/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig4.25/410103/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig4.26/410104/alw/r1   

Toss and catch   ying disc
through the hoop.

Alternating bucket tosses.E5300/Davis/fig4.27/410105/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig4.28/410106/alw/r1   
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E5300/Davis/CO5/410107/alw/r1   Emmy never did anything independently and never seemed to smile. I placed a 
small doll on top of a stack of cardboard building blocks and threw a ball at the 
blocks. The blocks tumbled down, and so did the doll. Emmy started to laugh 

and promptly picked up a ball, indicating she would like to try. She threw over and 
over, laughing every time the doll fell to the � oor.

THROW
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A throw involves � nding a way to project an object into space using one or 
both arms. In its simplest form, a throw is applying force to nudge or push an 
object into space.

E5300/Davis/fig5.1a/410108/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig5.1b/410109/alw/r1   A throw can be a simple application of force when releasing or moving an object.

E5300/Davis/fig5.2a/410110/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig5.2b/410111/alw/r1   Throwing requires some experimentation to see what works best for each person. 
Participants can throw overhand, underhand, or sideways, using one hand or two. 
Try them all; it makes no difference. A push may be a throw for some participants.

When grip strength is weak or nonexistent, try the following:

 1. Use a soft ball (such as a Nerf ball) and place it in or on the participant’s hand. 
Ask the player to � ing or shake the ball loose. Place the ball so it can be easily 
moved, putting just enough of the ball into the hand to keep it in place.

 2. Use a Wif� e ball and place a � nger a short way into one of the holes. Shake 
it off.

 3. Place a ball or other object between two hands, arms, or wrists. Ask the 
participant to � nd a way to release it.

E5300/Davis/fig5.3a/410112/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig5.3b/410154/alw/r1   Provide step-by-step verbal directions and initial hand-over-hand assistance 
with each spoken direction. Gradually reduce the physical assistance and keep 
the verbal cues consistent. Use simple cues such as “Up, throw,” or “Lift, 
throw.”

After a participant’s basic method of throwing is established, the skill can 
progress by increasing the speed or force of its execution. Use verbal cues such 
as “Throw faster” or “Throw harder.”

Place targets close to the participant, especially at � rst. Select targets that invite 
participation; try items that are colorful, noisy, huge, or silly. Ask players to try to 
hit you with the ball. Fall on the � oor when they do!

E5300/Davis/fig5.4/410113/alw/r1   Post a picture of a favorite staff member or a famous person as a target. Hang 
pictures of lions and go big-game hunting. Be creative!
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Over the head. Overhand.

Overhand on a string. Through the hoop.

Ball on a string. Two points!

INDIVIDUAL THROW

E5300/Davis/fig5.5/410114/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig5.6/410115/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig5.7/410116/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig5.8/410117/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig5.9/410118/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig5.10/410119/alw/r1   
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At the wall. In the bucket.

At the hanging ball. At the swinging ball.

Pick ’em off. Throw for distance.

E5300/Davis/fig5.11/410120/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig5.12/410121/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig5.13/410122/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig5.14/410123/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig5.15/410124/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig5.16/410125/alw/r1   
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Throw for distance. Through the swinging hoop.

At a bop bag. Hanging pom-pom.

Ball on a string.

E5300/Davis/fig5.17/410126/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig5.18/410127/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig5.19/410128/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig5.20/410129/alw/r2 

Velcro vest on a bop bag.E5300/Davis/fig5.21/410130/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig5.22/410131/alw/r1   
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Over the net into the hoops. Knock the ball off the tee.

Velcro target. Beanbags at a � sh.

Through a swinging hoop. At a hanging parachute.

E5300/Davis/fig5.23/410132/alw/r2
E5300/Davis/fig5.24/410133/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig5.25/410134/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig5.26/410135/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig5.28/410137/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig5.27/410136/alw/r1   
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Velcro partner throw. Through a hoop.

PARTNER THROW

Exchange throw.

Dodgeball.

One . . . two . . . three . . . GO! Throw and dodge.

E5300/Davis/fig5.29/410138/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig5.30/410139/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig5.31/410140/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig5.32/410141/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig5.33/410142/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig5.34/410143/alw/r1   
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Partner pin throw. Block the throw.

Bounce pass. Over-the-head pass.

Through-the-legs pass. Over a friend into the bucket.

E5300/Davis/fig5.35/410144/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig5.36/410145/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig5.37/410146/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig5.38/410147/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig5.39/410148/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig5.40/410149/alw/r1   
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One-hand throw and catch. Throw and kick.

Throw and duck.

Knock the box off.

E5300/Davis/fig5.41/410150/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig5.42/410151/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig5.43/410152/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig5.44/410153/alw/r1   
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E5300/Davis/CO6/410155/alw/r1   

I design football games so that staff can provide help in most of the game play. 
Participants have two actions to do independently. The � rst is to hike the ball to 
start play. The second is to score the extra point or � eld goal. The goalposts are 

two cones connected by a rope. Moving the cones nearer to or farther from each 
other allows you to adjust the height of the “crossbar” to meet individual needs. The 
distance to the cones is also adjusted for each player. During one game, Ronnie was to 
kick the extra point. Excitement was high since the extra point would win the game. 
He normally kicked by moving his legs enough to allow a ball placed on his feet to fall 
away. This time the wheelchair footplates were removed, and the ball was placed on 
a cone very near his feet. Ronnie managed to move his legs enough to make contact 
with the football, which then dropped over the rope and scored the winning point.

KICK
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A kick involves applying force to move an object using one or both feet. In its 
simplest form, a kick can involve moving one or both feet enough to shake off or 
dislodge an object that has been placed on or between the feet.

E5300/Davis/fig6.1a/410156/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig6.1b/410157/alw/r1   A kick can also start with light contact or a soft push with one or both feet.

E5300/Davis/fig6.2a/410158/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig6.2b/410159/alw/r2A kick can also begin by placing an object on the wheelchair footplates and 

having the participant move it with the feet. To tip the scales in the player’s favor, 
use on object that can be placed so it is partially hanging off the footplates.

E5300/Davis/fig6.3a/410160/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig6.3b/410161/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig6.3c/410162/alw/r1   
As with other skills, after the foot has made initial contact with the object, 

encourage the participant to apply more force or speed. Use a verbal cue such as 
“Kick harder” or “Kick faster.”

Always tip the scales in favor of the participant:

 1. Use an object that can be moved easily, such as a punchball or a balloon.
 2. Use an object such as a puppet, beanbag, or pom-pom that can be placed 

so it is practically falling of the feet before any movement has been made.
 3. Place the object against the feet so any movement will make the object move.

Find a way for each participant to be successful. Provide initial assistance when 
needed. For instance, you might say, “I am going to help you move your foot. 
See how that feels? Now you try it.” Several repetitions may be needed for the 
player to � nd the muscles involved in the action. Allow plenty of time for the 
participant; do not be in a rush.

What if a participant cannot move his legs at all? Place an object in front of 
the wheelchair and let the participant (or a helper) wheel the chair into the object 
and move it. That, too, is a kick.

The greatest gift you can give a participant is time to � gure out what to 
do and how to do it.
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Through the cones. Into the box.

Kick on the move. Progressive kicks (one kick, then two 
kicks, then three kicks . . . ).

Belly kicks. Alternating kicks (right, then left, 
then right . . . ).

INDIVIDUAL KICK

E5300/Davis/fig6.5/410164/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig6.6/410165/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig6.7/410166/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig6.8/410167/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig6.9/410168/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig6.10/410169/alw/r1   
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Kick for distance. Punchball kicks.

Let go! Punchball kicks.

Pin kick. To the wall.

E5300/Davis/fig6.11/410170/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig6.12/410171/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig6.13/410172/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig6.14/410173/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig6.15/410174/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig6.16/410175/alw/r1   
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Into the net. Through the hoop.

Drop kick. A hanging ball.

Back atcha. A ball off a cone.

E5300/Davis/fig6.17/410176/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig6.18/410177/alw/r2

E5300/Davis/fig6.19/410178/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig6.20/410179/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig6.21/410180/alw/r2
E5300/Davis/fig6.22/410181/alw/r1   
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Through the tunnel. Knock ’em down.

Beanbag off the foot. A ball and a bop bag.

Knock ’em down. Beanbag off the foot.

E5300/Davis/fig6.23/410182/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig6.24/410183/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig6.25/410184/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig6.26/410185/alw/r2

E5300/Davis/fig6.27/410186/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig6.28/410187/alw/r1   
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Partner kicks. Toss and kick.

The great kickoff.

Ball kick.

Pom-pom kick and catch. Alternating kicks.

PARTNER KICK

E5300/Davis/fig6.29/410188/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig6.30/410189/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig6.31/410190/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig6.32/410191/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig6.33/410192/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig6.34/410193/alw/r1   
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Strike or spare? Toss and kick.

Through the box. Beanbag-off-the-foot kick
for distance.

Partner beanbag kick and catch.

Partner kick bowling.

E5300/Davis/fig6.35/410194/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig6.36/410195/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig6.37/410196/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig6.38/410197/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig6.39/410198/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig6.40/410199/alw/r1   
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Drop and kick. Kick contest.

Take turns.

Kick up and catch.

E5300/Davis/fig6.41/410200/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig6.42/410201/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig6.43/410202/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig6.44/410203/alw/r2
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E5300/Davis/CO7/410204/alw/r1   

In one slightly chaotic football game, Annie was to catch a pass. She was prompted 
to raise her arms and then bring them down when the ball hit her lap. Unfortu-
nately, the ball hit her lap and began to bounce off. No one knows just how she 

did it, but Annie managed to scoop the ball with one arm onto her other arm and 
keep it there, scoring the winning touchdown! Sometimes, the excitement of play 
can lead to the unexpected.

CATCH
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A catch involves   nding a way to stop an object as it moves through space and 
maintain control of it. A catch can involve using one or both arms to capture an 
object that has been gently tossed onto the lap.

E5300/Davis/fig7.1a/410205/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig7.1b/410206/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig7.1c/410207/alw/r1   

A catch can also be a hugging action, clasping a ball or other object to the 
chest as it approaches. Toss softly at the chest in the beginning.

E5300/Davis/fig7.2a/410208/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig7.2b/410209/alw/r1   

You can help a player catch an object by using Velcro paddles, mitts, or vests. 
In the beginning, toss the ball directly to the Velcro prop.

E5300/Davis/fig7.3a/410210/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig7.3b/410211/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig7.3c/410212/alw/r1   
A participant can use a foot or both feet to catch (trap) the object.

E5300/Davis/fig7.4a/410213/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig7.4b/410214/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig7.4c/410215/alw/r1   
Practice with a stationary ball at   rst. Place it on a lap or hang it from a string 

and work on capturing the ball with the arms or hands.
Any object can be used to teach catch. Think in terms of items that will stay 

put, such as a puppet or a pom-pom, and that allow the participant time to move 
arms or hands into position. A semi-in� ated ball, or one that can be compressed 
a bit, will be easier to catch than fully in� ated or bouncy ones. Very light balls 
such as punchballs or balloons are harder to catch. Use an object or ball that will 
easily stay in place.

A hanging ball or other object will allow the addition of a slow swinging motion. 
Adjust the height of the hanging ball to accommodate the participant’s range of 
motion. Remind participants to keep their eyes on the ball. Use a verbal cue such 
as “Arms ready . . . catch.”
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Lift and catch. A swinging hoop.

Hand to hand. Pom-pom catch.

Wall rebound trap. Velcro mitt.

INDIVIDUAL CATCH

E5300/Davis/fig7.5/410216/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig7.6/410217/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig7.7/410218/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig7.8/410219/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig7.9/410220/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig7.10/410221/alw/r1   
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Beanbag-off-the-head catch. Puppet catch.

Bounce catch. Football toss and catch.

One-hand catch. Beanbag toss and catch.

E5300/Davis/fig7.11/410222/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig7.12/410223/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig7.13/410224/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig7.14/410225/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig7.15/410226/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig7.16/410227/alw/r1   
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Puppet on a string. Pool noodle on a string.

Hoop on a string.

PARTNER CATCH

E5300/Davis/fig7.17/410228/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig7.18/410229/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig7.19/410230/alw/r1   

Velcro vest catch. Velcro mitt doubles.
E5300/Davis/fig7.20/410231/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig7.21/410232/alw/r1   
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Cone catch. Through-the-hoop catch.
(Try adding Velcro mitts!)

Puppet partners. Pom-pom partners.

Kick and trap. Pom-pom kick up and catch.

E5300/Davis/fig7.22/410233/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig7.23/410234/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig7.24/410235/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig7.25/410236/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig7.26/410237/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig7.27/410238/alw/r1   
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Catching � sh.

Two-arm catch on a wedge.

E5300/Davis/fig7.28/410239/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig7.29/410240/alw/r1   
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E5300/Davis/CO8/410241/alw/r1   

Jimmy, who has multiple disabilities and very limited movement, managed to 
move his arm repeatedly to strike a punchball. He was in his wheelchair, facing, 
and quite close to, a wall. The punchball was tied to a batting tee by a string. He 

repeatedly moved his arm enough to contact the punchball as it came back from the 
wall. It was hard to tell who was more excited that day: he or I!

STRIKE
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A strike involves contact between two objects with some degree of force. 
A strike can begin as a simple contact between a body part and an object and 
progress to a push with the selected body part.

E5300/Davis/fig8.2a/410244/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig8.2b/410245/alw/r1   

A strike can also involve one object making contact with another and then 
progressing to deliberately using one object to push another.

E5300/Davis/fig8.1a/410242/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig8.1b/410243/alw/r1   

Start by using objects that can be easily moved. A punchball balanced on your 
hand near the participant’s hand or arm is a good way to start. A punchball is 
light enough to move with very little force applied.

E5300/Davis/fig8.3/410246/alw/r1   

Use objects that are easily moved. If necessary, allow the object to touch the 
body part being used for the striking action. Raise or lower hanging objects to 
meet the participant’s range of motion.

After initial trials, encourage the player to apply more force or speed to the 
action. Use verbal cues such as “Strike harder,” or “Strike faster.”

Start striking activities by using the body parts that have the most ability to 
move. Add equipment after the striking action has been practiced. Many objects 
can be a bat: a dowel rod, a rhythm stick, a paper towel tube. The bat can be 
light, fat, thin, short, or long. Choose equipment combinations that make for 
success.
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Paddle strike. Sidearm strike.

Punchball strike. Sidearm pin strike.

Low strike. Baseball strike.

INDIVIDUAL STRIKE

E5300/Davis/fig8.4/410247/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig8.5/410248/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig8.6/410249/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig8.7/410250/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig8.8/410251/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig8.9/410252/alw/r1   
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High strike. Head strike.

Serve. Knock ’em down.

Toss and strike. Repeated strikes.

E5300/Davis/fig8.10/410253/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig8.11/410254/alw/r2

E5300/Davis/fig8.12/410255/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig8.13/410256/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig8.14/410257/alw/r2 E5300/Davis/fig8.15/410258/alw/r1   
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Bat and ball. Rhythm stick and wind chimes.

A paddle and a chicken.

Plastic bowling pin and a ball. Belly drumming.

Head strike.

E5300/Davis/fig8.16/410259/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig8.17/410260/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig8.18/410261/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig8.19/410262/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig8.20/410263/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig8.21/410264/alw/r1   
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A noodle and a ’chute. Punchball strike.

Air hockey. Stretch ’n’ strike.

Karate strikes in the air. Beachball punch.

E5300/Davis/fig8.22/410265/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig8.23/410266/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig8.24/410267/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig8.25/410268/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig8.26/410269/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig8.27/410270/alw/r1   
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Paddle play.

PARTNER STRIKE

Stretch ’n’ strike.

Rhythm stick copycat.

Noodle fencing.

E5300/Davis/fig8.28/410271/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig8.29/410272/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig8.28/410273/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig8.31/410274/alw/r1   
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1-2-3 swing!
E5300/Davis/fig8.32/410275/alw/r1   

Wall ball.
E5300/Davis/fig8.33/410276/alw/r1   

Tethered punchball.

Tabletop balloon ball. Ready, set, go!

E5300/Davis/fig8.34/410277/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig8.35/410278/alw/r2

E5300/Davis/fig8.36/410279/alw/r1   
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Alternating pom-pom strikes. Ready, set, go!

Supine handball.

Knock ’em down. Wall baseball.

Rubber chicken � ght.

E5300/Davis/fig8.37/410280/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig8.38/410281/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig8.39/410282/alw/r1   

Supine handball. E5300/Davis/fig8.40/410283/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig8.41/410284/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig8.42/410285/alw/r1   

Wall baseball.
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9

One summer I decided to introduce some offbeat ideas with my students. 
Jousting quickly became a favorite: Players held pool noodles (or noodles 
were attached to their wheelchairs), and recordable devices (such as a “big 

mac”) were also attached in a prominent place. On “GO!” participants moved across 
the room, each trying to use the noodle to touch the recordable device, which was 
programmed to say “Ouch, ouch, ouch” when hit.

ODDS AND ENDS
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76 Physical Activities In the Wheelchair and Out

Sometimes an idea for an activity sparks another activity idea. Sometimes 
activities help develop less obvious skills or competencies. Sometimes activities 
are just for fun. This chapter includes all those types—activities that were after-
thoughts, activities that didn’t � t elsewhere. Activities should be fun, stimulate 
the desire to participate, and bring a greater personal awareness to the individual. 
Whether that awareness concerns the body, the breath, or the mind is immaterial. 
It is wonderful to realize you can enjoy physical activity when you have limited 
physical capabilities, to meet challenges you never thought you could. Even if you 
will never run a 50-yard dash, throw a ball across the room, or kick a � eld goal 
in a competition, there is a lot you can do.

Large. Small.

Round.

E5300/Davis/fig9.1a/410287/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig9.1b/410288/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig9.2a/410289/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig9.2b/410290/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig9.3a/410291/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig9.3b/410292/alw/r1   Straight.E5300/Davis/fig9.4a/410293/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig9.4b/410294/alw/r1   

Curved. Legs up the wall.E5300/Davis/fig9.5a/410295/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig9.5b/410296/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig9.6/410297/alw/r1   

Legs up the wall.
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Chest lift. Tissue blowing.

Scooter push off the wall. Low bar pull-up.

Tissue blow off the face. Chicken toss and catch.

E5300/Davis/fig9.7/410298/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig9.8/410299/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig9.9/410300/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig9.10/410301/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig9.11/410302/alw/r1   
E5300/Davis/fig9.12/410303/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig9.13/410304/alw/r1   Ring-on-a-string exchange.
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10

One	way	to	play	Red	Light,	Green	Light	is	for	all	participants	to	be	on	the	fl	oor.	
At	the	words	“green	light,”	everyone	except	for	the	player	designated	as	It
moves	in	place	in	whatever	way	is	possible.	With	eyes	closed,	It	(or	someone	

else)	counts	to	10.	At	10,	It	calls,	“Red	light,”	opens	his	eyes,	and	tries	to	catch	anyone	
who	is	still	moving.	One	day,	Hank,	a	new	class	member,	was	chosen	to	be	It.	At	that	
time	I	had	little	idea	of	Hank’s	cognitive	abilities,	but	I	knew	that	his	physical	abilities	
were	quite	limited.	I	explained	open	eyes	and	closed	eyes	by	covering	Hank’s	eyes	
with	my	hand	and	then	taking	it	away.	Once	I	knew	he	understood,	we	started	the	
game.	As	soon	as	I	said,	“Green	light.	Close	your	eyes,”	Hank	did	so	and	kept	them	
closed	until	I	said,	“Red	light.	Open	your	eyes.”	The	game	was	repeated	several	times	
with	Hank	opening	and	closing	his	eyes	at	the	appropriate	time.	I	believe	Hank	was	
as	happy	as	I	was	with	his	ability	to	participate	on	his	own	in	some	way.	Teach	your	
players	what	they	should	do	and	then	give	them	the	opportunity	to	try	it.

GaMes

E5300/Davis/CO10/410305/alw/r1   
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A	game	 is	a	multiplayer	activity	 that	has	a	goal,	a	method	of	play,	and	an	
outcome.	At	its	simplest,	it’s	an	activity	in	which	several	players	follow	the	same	
overall	guidelines	to	reach	an	objective.

Be the fi rst to knock over your pin.
E5300/Davis/fig10.1/410306/alw/r1   

Games	and	their	objectives	should	be	simple,	and	the	rules	should	be	kept	to	
a	minimum.

Be the fi rst to make a basket from each of the spots on the fl oor. 
Once you make a shot, move to the next spot. If you miss, the 

next player takes his turn.

E5300/Davis/fig10.2/410307/alw/r1   

Vary	the	skill	used	in	the	game	in	ways	that	best	allow	each	person	to	meet	the	
objective.	Hints	and	ideas	for	personalizing	participation	are	found	in	the	Options	
section	of	each	game	description.

Push, throw, or toss.E5300/Davis/fig10.3/410308/alw/r1   
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80	 Physical	Activities	In	the	Wheelchair	and	Out Games	 81

Select	appropriate	props	(such	as	a	lighter	ball,	an	extended	handle,	an	oversized	
target,	and	so	on)	for	each	individual	in	order	to	facilitate	participation.

(a) Larger, softer ball; (b) lighter, smaller ball; (c) regular-size and -weight ball.
E5300/Davis/fig10.4/410309/alw/r1   

a

b c

Adjust	space	requirements	to	meet	each	person’s	capabilities.	Move	game	items	
closer,	higher,	or	lower.	Decrease	or	increase	the	distance	to	be	traveled.

(a) Regular setup. (b) Higher, greater distance. (c) Lower and closer.

a b c

E5300/Davis/fig10.5a/410310/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig10.5b/410311/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig10.5c/410312/alw/r1   

In	all	games	there	should	be	at	least	one	part	that	expects,	and	works	toward,	
independent	 participation.	 Look	 at	 games	 to	 determine	 where	 a	 player	 could	
most	easily	perform	independently.	The	action	should	be	modifi	ed	to	meet	the	
individual’s	capabilities.

Push a ball to another player, or a 
helper, to hike.

E5300/Davis/fig10.6/410313/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig10.7/410314/alw/r1   
Incorporate players’ verbal 

skills when possible; program a 
communication device that players 

can use if they are nonverbal.
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An	activity	needs	 to	be	repeated	several	 times	 to	work	out	 the	glitches	 for	
each	person.	Never	judge	the	success	or	failure	of	an	activity	after	just	one,	two,	
or	even	three	tries.

Hold a ball close to, in the lap of, or 
touching a player to put or keep it in 

play.

Push or drop a ball out of the lap 
and on to the base to make an out.

E5300/Davis/fig10.8/410315/alw/r1   E5300/Davis/fig10.9/410316/alw/r1   

E5300/Davis/fig10.10/410317/alw/r1   In chase games, if mobility is limited, use a ball to tag players. Toss, throw, 
push, or kick the ball to tag another player. Contact with the wheelchair also 

counts as a tag. Use a soft ball.
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BeaNBaG RaCe: CHaiR VeRsiON

E5300/Davis/fig10.11/410318/alw/r1   
Objective
Be	the	fi	rst	person	to	drop	all	your	beanbags	on	the	fl	oor.

Play
Provide	the	players	with	beanbags,	the	same	number	for	each	player.	On	your	signal,	
all	players	drop	their	beanbags,	one	at	a	time,	to	the	fl	oor.	The	player	who	fi	nishes	
fi	rst	is	the	winner	of	each	round.

Options
•	 If	the	group	is	large,	arrange	for	a	word	or	signal	to	announce	when	a	player	

has	fi	nished.

•	 For	those	with	limited	grasping	ability	or	minimal	arm	movement,	a	helper	can	
place	the	beanbag	on	the	player’s	arm.	The	player	then	shakes	or	moves	her	
arm	until	the	beanbag	falls	off.

•	 If	a	participant	is	unable	to	grasp,	she	could	also	push	the	beanbags	from	her	
lap	one	at	a	time.
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BeaNBaG RaCe: FLOOR VeRsiON

E5300/Davis/fig10.12/410319/alw/r1   

Objective
Be	the	fi	rst	person	to	get	all	your	beanbags	on	the	fl	oor.

Play
Place	beanbags	on	various	body	parts.	Each	player	should	have	the	same	number	of	
beanbags	in	approximately	the	same	places.	On	your	signal,	players	work	to	get	all	
their	beanbags	onto	the	fl	oor.	The	player	who	fi	nishes	fi	rst	wins	each	round.

Options
•	 Arrange	a	signal	or	sound	to	indicate	being	fi	nished	if	the	group	is	large.

•	 Place	the	beanbags	in	such	a	way	that	they	can	be	shaken	or	wiggled	off	the	
body	parts.

•	 In	cases	of	very	limited	mobility,	the	beanbags	may	need	to	be	placed	so	they	
are	already	partially	off	the	body	when	play	begins.

•	 This	game	can	also	be	played	with	participants	lying	on	their	bellies.
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piNBaLL

E5300/Davis/fig10.13/410320/alw/r1   

Objective
Be	the	fi	rst	team	to	knock	down	all	your	team’s	pins	or	to	have	the	most	pins	down	when	all	
the	balls	have	been	used.

Play
Set	plastic	bowling	pins	in	two	colors,	or	with	identifying	marks,	in	a	line	on	the	fl	oor.	Alter-
nate	colors	or	marks.	Choose	two	teams	and	assign	each	team	pins	of	one	color	or	mark.	
Give	each	team	an	equal	number	of	balls.	On	your	signal,	all	the	players	throw,	toss,	or	push	
their	balls	at	the	pins,	trying	to	knock	down	those	of	their	own	team.	If	a	player	knocks	down	
a	pin	from	the	other	team,	it	stays	down.	The	fi	rst	team	to	knock	down	all	their	pins	is	the	
winner.	If	all	the	balls	have	been	played	and	there	are	still	pins	standing,	the	team	with	the	
most	pins	down	wins.

Options
•	 Place	wheelchairs	closer	to	the	pins	if	necessary.	All	wheelchairs	do	not	have	to	be	the	same	

distance	from	the	pins.	Distances	should	be	modifi	ed	to	meet	the	abilities	of	each	player.

•	 Balls	can	be	pushed	off	the	lap	or	a	wheelchair	tray	and	rolled	to	the	pins.

•	 Use	balls	of	differing	sizes	and	weights	to	afford	each	player	the	best	degree	of	inde-
pendent	play.

•	 If	enough	help	is	available,	the	game	can	be	played	until	all	the	pins	are	down.	Helpers	
retrieve	the	balls	that	have	been	used	and	return	them	to	a	player,	keeping	the	action	going	
until	all	the	pins	of	one	team	are	down.	Assign	the	same	number	of	helpers	to	each	team.
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pUNCHBaLL VOLLeyBaLL

E5300/Davis/fig10.14/410321/alw/r1   Objective
Score	more	points	than	the	other	team	in	a	limited	time.

Play
This	game	is	played	like	regular	volleyball.	The	serving	team	retains	the	serve	and	
scores	a	point	each	time	the	ball	hits	the	fl	oor	on	the	other	side	of	the	net.	When	the	
ball	hits	the	fl	oor	on	the	serving	side	of	the	net,	the	serve	moves	to	the	other	team.	
A	team	scores	points	only	when	serving.	The	serve	can	be	from	anywhere	on	the	
court.	Rotating	players	after	a	serve	is	optional.	The	serve	can	be	given	to	any	player	
no	matter	where	he	is	on	the	court.

Options
•	 If	the	ball	is	not	in	a	player’s	reach	when	it	comes	over	the	net,	or	after	contact	

by	a	team	member	has	been	made,	staff	can	assist	by	bringing	it	to	the	closest	
player.

•	 Provide	hand-over-hand	assistance	only	when	needed.	Most	players,	including	
those	with	extremely	limited	mobility,	can	make	a	punchball	or	balloon	move.

•	 If	the	ball	is	not	hit	hard	enough	to	clear	the	net,	other	players	or	staff	can	give	
an	assist.	Determine	ahead	of	time	how	many	assists	are	allowed	before	turning	
the	ball	over	to	the	other	team.	Three	is	the	standard	number.

•	 Add	excitement	by	having	staff	be	a	part	of	the	action.	Require	them	to	keep	
the	ball	in	motion	using	small	taps	as	they	bring	it	to	a	player.	If	they	drop	it,	
it’s	side	out!
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a DiFFeReNT CHaRLie OVeR THe WaTeR

E5300/Davis/fig10.15/410322/alw/r1   
Objective
Tag	a	player	before	she	can	place	her	hands	on	her	knees	or	perform	another	action.	(In	chase	
and	tag	games,	throw	a	soft	ball	to	tag	the	players.)

Play
One	person	is	chosen	to	be	Charlie	and	given	a	soft	ball.	Other	participants	are	placed	in	a	
semicircle	around	Charlie.	Everyone	who	can	speak,	including	staff,	chants,	“Charlie	over	the	
water,	Charlie	over	the	sea.	Charlie	caught	a	blackbird,	but	he	can’t	catch	me!”	When	the	
chant	is	ended,	all	players	perform	the	chosen	game	action,	for	instance,	placing	their	hands	
on	their	knees.	Meanwhile,	Charlie	tries	to	tag	players	before	they	can	complete	the	action.	
Charlie	tags	a	person	by	hitting	her	or	her	chair	with	a	soft	ball.	If	Charlie	is	successful,	the	
tagged	player	chooses	a	new	player	to	be	Charlie.	If	Charlie	does	not	tag	a	player,	he	gets	two	
more	turns	to	try.	After	three	tries,	he	chooses	another	player	to	take	his	place.

Options
•	 Use	a	ball	that	is	appropriate	to	each	person	who	takes	a	turn	as	Charlie.

•	 The	ball	can	be	thrown	or	pushed.	It	can	be	rolled	to	hit	a	chair.

•	 Place	participants	within	a	reasonable	distance	of	each	player	who	takes	a	turn	as	Charlie.

•	 Choose	body	parts	or	actions	that	can	be	done	by	players	but	present	a	small	challenge.

•	 If	necessary,	staff	can	help	players	throw	the	ball	or	perform	the	action.

As in all assisted activities, constant communication is a must between participant 
and staff. Time must be allowed for the individual participant to attempt the activity.
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HOW MaNy BeFORe: CHaiR VeRsiON

E5300/Davis/fig10.16/410323/alw/r1   

Objective
Drop	as	many	beanbags	(or	other	objects)	into	the	bucket	as	you	can	before	the	other	
participants	complete	the	designated	activity.

Play
Provide	one	player	with	a	supply	of	beanbags	and	a	bucket.	Choose	an	action	the	
group	must	complete.	On	your	signal,	each	member	of	the	group	begins	to	perform	
the	designated	activity.	At	the	same	time,	the	player	with	the	beanbags	begins	to	
drop	them	into	a	bucket.	When	all	participants	have	completed	the	activity,	action	
stops,	and	the	beanbags	in	the	bucket	are	counted.	Keeping	score	is	optional.	A	new	
beanbagger	is	then	chosen,	and	play	is	repeated	with	another	activity.	Participants	
can	take	turns	choosing	the	movement	or	exercise	to	be	done.

Options
•	 Beanbags	can	be	pushed,	dropped,	thrown,	or	moved	in	whatever	way	possible	

to	get	them	toward	the	bucket.

•	 The	bucket	should	be	placed	to	accommodate	the	ability	of	the	beanbagger.

•	 The	beanbags	can	also	be	dropped	on	the	fl	oor	as	an	alternative	to	using	a	bucket.

•	 Allow	performance	of	the	action	to	be	adjusted	according	to	individual	abilities.	
In	the	previous	example,	a	leg	lift	could	be	anything	from	just	moving	the	foot	
or	leg	to	a	full	leg	lift.	Always	modify	the	performance	to	meet	the	capabilities	
of	the	individual,	even	in	group	activities.
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HOW MaNy BeFORe: FLOOR VeRsiON

E5300/Davis/fig10.17/410324/alw/r1   Objective
Move	a	ball	or	other	object	from	the	belly	as	many	times	as	possible	while	the	rest	
of	the	group	completes	the	designated	activity.

Play
Place	a	ball	or	other	object	on	the	belly	of	a	designated	player.	Choose	an	action	that	
the	group	must	perform.	On	your	signal,	each	member	of	the	group	begins	to	do	the	
chosen	activity.	At	the	same	time,	the	designated	player	begins	to	wiggle	or	move	
in	any	way	possible	in	an	attempt	to	move	the	ball	from	his	belly.	When	the	ball	or	
other	object	falls	to	the	fl	oor,	the	player,	or	a	helper,	picks	it	up	and	replaces	it	on	the	
belly	and	again	tries	to	dislodge	it.	When	everyone	has	completed	the	activity,	action	
stops,	and	the	number	of	times	the	ball	has	been	moved	off	the	belly	is	announced.	
Keeping	score	is	optional.	Repeat	the	game	with	a	new	player	to	move	the	ball,	or	
other	object,	from	his	belly.

Options
•	 Use	a	ball	appropriate	to	the	individual:	smaller,	larger,	softer,	and	so	on.

•	 Choose	 activities	 that	 are	 doable	 for	 everyone.	 Participants	 can	 take	 turns	
choosing	the	activity.

•	 Substitute	other	actions	for	moving	the	ball	from	the	belly.	For	example,	a	player	
could	count	how	many	times	he	could	tap	a	hanging	ball	or	kick	it	with	his	feet.

Be creative; it’s more fun!
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HiT aND RUN

E5300/Davis/fig10.18/410325/alw/r1   Objective
Be	the	fi	rst	to	knock	down	the	bowling	pin.

Play
Place	a	bowling	pin	on	a	table	or	other	fl	at	surface.	Each	player	has	several	balls	or	beanbags.	
On	your	signal,	everyone	tries	to	hit	the	bowling	pin	and	knock	it	down.	The	fi	rst	player	to	
knock	over	the	pin	takes	one	lap	around	the	circle	of	players,	scoring	one	run.	Play	is	repeated.	
If	the	pin	is	still	standing	after	all	the	balls	or	beanbags	are	thrown,	the	pin	scores	a	run.	Retrieve	
the	balls	and	beanbags	and	play	another	round.	After	several	rounds,	announce	who	won	the	
game:	The	players	or	the	bowling	pin.

Options
•	 Use	just	one	ball	per	player	and	attach	it	to	the	wheelchair	with	string	so	the	player	can	

retrieve	the	ball	independently.	If	you	are	using	this	option,	play	can	continue	until	the	
pin	is	down,	and	players	can	score	runs	personally	rather	than	as	a	group.

•	 When	necessary,	provide	assistance	in	throwing	or	in	taking	the	lap	around	the	circle.	
Remember	to	communicate	with	the	player	and	leave	plenty	of	time	for	the	player	to	
perform	as	independently	as	possible.

•	 Space	chairs	for	success;	some	may	need	to	be	closer	to	the	pin	than	others.

•	 The	pin	can	also	be	placed	on	the	fl	oor,	allowing	some	players	to	push	a	ball	from	their	
laps	instead	of	throwing	it.
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KiCK BOWLiNG

E5300/Davis/fig10.19a/410326/alw/r1   

Objective
Kick	the	ball	and	knock	down	as	many	pins	as	possible	in	two	tries.

Play
Set	up	pins	in	a	standard	bowling	pin	formation.	Players	have	two	tries	to	kick	the	ball	and	
knock	over	as	many	pins	as	possible.	Play	and	score	as	in	regular	bowling.	Use	two	teams,	or	
play	as	one	group	and	keep	individual	scores.

Options
•	 Make	the	size	of	the	ball	appropriate	to	the	individual’s	ability	to	kick.

•	 Modify	the	distance	to	the	pins	to	allow	for	a	
successful	turn,	even	if	it	means	placing	the	chair	
right	in	front	of	the	fi	rst	pin.

•	 When	mobility	is	very	limited,	the	ball	can	be	
placed	on	 the	player’s	 feet	and	moved	off	 in	
any	way	possible.

•	 This	is	a	good	inclusion	game.	For	those	with	
normal	kicking	ability,	use	a	small	ball	or	increase	
the	distance	to	the	pins.	For	those	with	limited	
abilities,	 use	 a	 very	 large	 ball	 or	 shorten	 the	
distance	to	the	pins.

E5300/Davis/fig10.19b/410327/alw/r1   
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GONe FisHiNG

E5300/Davis/fig10.20a/410328/alw/r1   
Objective
Catch	a	fi	sh	and	lead	the	group	in	the	activity	printed	on	the	fi	sh.

Play
Create	a	fi	shing	rod	by	attaching	a	length	of	string	with	a	magnet	on	one	end	to	a	dowel.	Cut	
fi	sh	from	card	stock	and	add	a	steel	paperclip	to	each	one.	Write	a	different	activity	on	each	
fi	sh.	Each	participant	takes	a	turn	catching	a	fi	sh	and	then	leading	the	group	in	the	indicated	
activity	for	a	designated	amount	of	time.	Give	enough	time	for	the	group	to	actually	do	the	
activity	to	the	best	of	their	ability.	Have	a	“catch	and	release”	policy.

Options
•	 Use	several	fi	shing	poles	and	see	who	can	catch	

a	fi	sh	fi	rst.

•	 As	an	alternative,	make	many	fi	sh	and	play	for	a	
period	of	time	to	see	who	can	catch	the	most	fi	sh.

•	 An	alternative	method	of	play	is	to	drop	or	toss	
beanbags	onto	fi	sh.

•	 A	player	can	also	push	a	ball	from	his	lap	and	let	
it	roll	to,	or	over,	a	fi	sh	as	an	alternative	way	of	
catching	the	fi	sh.

E5300/Davis/fig10.20b/410329/alw/r1   
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iN GOOD TiMe

E5300/Davis/fig10.21/410330/alw/r1   Objective
Drop	items	from	the	bucket	onto	the	fl	oor	in	a	fi	xed	time.

Play
Fill	buckets	with	beanbags,	small	balls,	small	stuffed	animals,	rhythm	sticks,	and	more!	On	your	
signal,	all	participants	try	to	drop	as	many	objects	on	the	fl	oor	as	possible	in	the	time	allowed.	
At	the	end	of	the	time	period,	the	player	with	the	most	objects	on	the	fl	oor	is	the	winner.

Options
•	 Use	objects	suitable	to	the	grasping	skills	of	the	participant.

•	 For	easier	grasping,	use	squishy	or	soft	balls,	or	even	a	sponge.	Sponges	make	great	
items	to	use	in	activities.	Trace	fi	gures	(such	as	animals,	letters,	or	numbers)	on	them	and	
cut	them	out.	This	allows	you	to	tailor	the	items	to	the	skills	of	the	player.	Leave	a	long	
narrow	part	to	grasp,	or	put	a	hole	in	the	center.	Any	shape	and	embellishment	that	will	
provide	help	when	grasping	can	be	used.

•	 A	participant	can	touch	an	item	if	grasping	is	diffi	cult,	and	a	helper	can	then	put	it	on	
the	fl	oor.

•	 A	shoebox,	plastic	bin,	or	any	container	with	easy	access	can	be	used	in	place	of	a	bucket.

You can change the rules! Anything that works and is safe is acceptable. Find 
activities and ways to participate that are within the capabilities of the players. 

These can be different for each one. It doesn’t matter. What matters is that 
everyone is able to participate as independently as possible.
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WHaT’s THe NUMBeR? CHaiR VeRsiON

E5300/Davis/fig10.22/410331/alw/r1   Objective
Kick	the	box	and,	using	the	number	key,	perform	the	indicated	activity.

Play
Any	square	box	can	be	used	for	this	game.	Put	a	number	on	each	of	the	six	sides.	
Make	a	chart	that	shows	what	activity	matches	each	number	on	the	box.

1	=	Wiggle	for	10	seconds.
2	=	Rock	side	to	side	5	times.
3	=	Nod	your	head	3	times.
4	=	Clap	your	hands	and	make	a	noise.
5	=	Stretch	your	arms	wide	and	hold	them	there	for	3	seconds.
6	=	Stamp	your	feet	10	times.

One	player	kicks	the	box,	and	then	all	players	participate	in	performing	the	activity	
indicated	by	the	number	shown.	Choose	a	new	kicker	after	each	activity.

Options
•	 Use	the	large,	soft	dice	often	sold	in	auto	stores	and	seen	hanging	on	rearview	

mirrors.
•	 If	a	player	cannot	kick	independently,	place	the	box	on	her	feet.	She	then	moves	

her	feet	or	legs	until	the	box	falls	to	the	fl	oor.
•	 The	box	can	be	placed	on	a	cone	or	other	object	to	bring	it	to	a	level	that	allows	

a	player	to	kick	more	easily.
•	 Participants	who	can	kick	easily	 should	have	 the	box	placed	 relative	 to	 their	

range	of	motion	when	kicking.
•	 A	skill	besides	kicking	can	be	used	to	move	the	box.	Use	push,	drop,	toss,	or	any	

other	movement	that	you	would	like	to	develop.
•	 A	different	approach	can	be	to	have	players	balance	the	box	on	a	body	part	

and	try	to	hold	it	steady	for	several	seconds	before	letting	it	fall	to	the	fl	oor.	Try	
putting	it	on	the	head,	knee,	shoulder,	back	of	the	hand,	and	so	forth.
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WHaT’s THe NUMBeR? FLOOR VeRsiON

E5300/Davis/fig10.23/410332/alw/r1   

Objective
Move	the	box	off	of	a	body	part	and,	using	the	number	key,	perform	the	indicated	
activity.

Play
Make	a	box	and	a	chart	as	in	the	preceding	version	of	the	game.	Place	the	box	on	a	
player’s	body	part,	such	as	an	arm,	leg,	torso,	or	knee.	The	player	then	moves	the	part	
of	the	body	the	box	is	on	until	the	box	falls	to	the	fl	oor.	All	participants	then	perform	
the	activity	corresponding	to	the	number	displayed.	At	the	end	of	the	activity,	choose	
a	new	player	to	be	It.	Allow	plenty	of	time	for	participants	to	do	the	indicated	activity.

Options
•	 Place	the	box	on	weaker	areas	of	the	body	to	motivate	movement.	Make	it	a	

challenge—one	that’s	not	too	hard	but	not	too	easy!

•	 Choose	some	activities,	such	as	rolling	over,	pushing	backward,	or	 lifting	the	
head	and	shoulders,	that	are	unique	to	the	fl	oor.

•	 Have	players	try	the	game	(or	any	other	fl	oor	versions	of	games)	while	lying	on	
their	bellies	or	sides.

•	 As	in	the	chair	version,	an	alternative	way	to	play	is	to	place	the	box	on	a	body	
part	and	have	the	player	try	to	balance	it	there	for	several	seconds	before	letting	
it	fall	to	the	fl	oor.
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COOpeRaTiVe BaLL pUsH: CHaiR VeRsiON

E5300/Davis/fig10.24/410333/alw/r1   Objective
Keep	the	ball	moving	for	as	long	as	possible.

Play
Attach	a	ball	on	a	string	to	something	stationary	overhead.	Circle	the	players	around	
the	ball	and	start	 the	ball	 swinging.	Players	push	the	ball	as	 it	swings	near	 them.	
Count	the	number	of	successful	pushes	before	no	one	can	reach	the	ball.	Announce	
the	number	of	pushes	and	begin	another	round,	trying	to	beat	the	previous	count.	
Any	contact	with	the	ball	is	a	push.

Options
•	 Set	a	number	of	pushes	that	the	group	will	try	to	reach.	If	the	group	reaches	

that	number,	they	win;	if	not,	the	ball	wins.	Keep	score!

•	 Use	old-fashioned	jump	rope	chants,	counting	the	number	of	pushes	instead	of	
jumps.	Or	make	up	your	own	chant:	“Wiggle	and	giggle,	sit	up	tall.	How	many	
times	can	you	hit	the	ball?	One,	two,	three,	four	.	.	.”

•	 Use	a	very	large	ball	and	a	small	circle	to	increase	the	chance	of	success.
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COOpeRaTiVe BaLL pUsH: FLOOR VeRsiON

E5300/Davis/fig10.25/410334/alw/r1   Objective
Keep	 the	ball	moving	 for	 as	 long	as	possible	or	 to	 reach	a	designated	number	of	pushes	
without	a	miss.

Play
Suspend	the	ball	overhead	from	a	stationary	object.	Players	lie	on	the	fl	oor	with	the	ball	within	
reach.	Players	push	the	ball	as	it	moves	toward	them.	Count	the	number	of	successful	pushes.	
In	the	next	round,	have	players	try	to	beat	the	number.	You	can	also	give	players	a	specifi	ed	
number	of	pushes	to	make.	If	the	group	makes	the	goal,	they	win.	If	not,	the	ball	wins.	Keep	score!

Options
•	 Any	contact	with	the	ball	can	be	considered	a	push.

•	 Allow	any	body	part	to	contact	the	ball:	foot,	arm,	head,	hand,	and	so	on.

•	 The	ball	should	be	suspended	at	a	level	that	accommodates	the	player	with	the	smallest	
range	of	motion.

•	 Use	a	ball	that	is	large	enough	to	reach	and	move	easily.	A	large	beach	ball	in	a	net	bag	
or	tied	to	a	string	works	well.	Beach	balls	come	in	sizes	up	to	36	inches	(90	cm)	and	
sometimes	more.

•	 Substitute	other	objects	for	the	ball,	such	as	a	ball	bag	fi	lled	with	newspaper,	or	a	bird	
puppet	(players	must	keep	the	bird	fl	ying).	Use	objects	that	are	safe	for	the	participants.

•	 Add	a	paddle	or	short	bat	for	each	player	to	use	to	keep	the	ball	moving	by	striking	it	
rather	than	pushing.

•	 Equipment	must	accommodate	the	needs	of	the	players.	Equipment	is	a	tool,	a	means	
to	an	end.	Use	whatever	works!
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KNOCK iT DOWN ReLay: CHaiR VeRsiON

E5300/Davis/fig10.26/410335/alw/r1   

Objective
Be	the	fi	rst	team	to	knock	down	your	pins.

Play
This	game	is	run	like	a	regular	relay	race,	with	one	team	member	completing	his	turn	
before	the	next	can	go.	However,	in	this	case	the	players	remain	stationary.	Choose	
two	teams.	Position	each	team	near	a	counter,	table,	or	stack	of	mats.	Place	one	plastic	
bowling	pin	on	the	table	or	counter	next	to	each	player.	On	your	signal,	each	player	
in	turn	knocks	down	his	pin.	The	fi	rst	team	to	complete	the	action	wins	the	race.

Options
•	 Pins	can	be	placed	on	top	of	a	cone	or	box	next	to	each	player.

•	 Pins	can	also	be	placed	on	the	arm	of	a	wheelchair.	If	they	tend	to	fall	off,	place	
them	on	a	soft	beanbag	for	support,	or	use	a	bit	of	adhesive	putty	or	masking	
tape	to	help	anchor	them	lightly.

•	 Place	the	pins	on	the	player’s	dominant	side.	Or,	if	using	the	counter	or	table,	
place	the	wheelchair	so	the	player	can	access	his	dominant	side.

•	 Pins	should	be	placed	to	accommodate	each	individual’s	range	of	motion.
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KNOCK iT DOWN ReLay: FLOOR VeRsiON

E5300/Davis/fig10.27/410336/alw/r1   
Objective
Be	the	fi	rst	team	to	knock	down	your	pins.

Play
Choose	teams	and	have	them	lie	on	the	fl	oor	in	two	lines.	Place	a	pin	within	reach	
of	each	player.	Play	as	a	regular	relay	race;	each	team	member	must	knock	down	her	
pin	before	the	next	player	can	start.

Options
•	 Place	pins	on	the	player’s	dominant	side	and	close	enough	to	accommodate	her	

range	of	motion.

•	 Use	pins	that	are	light	enough	to	be	easily	moved.
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HOOp pass ReLay

E5300/Davis/fig10.28a/410337/alw/r2

Objective
Be	the	fi	rst	team	to	complete	passing	an	object	through	a	hoop	from	one	player	to	the	next.

Play
Hang	two	sets	of	hoops	from	the	ceiling	by	string	or	rope.	If	hanging	them	is	not	possible,	use	
hoop	stands.	Place	the	hoops	at	heights	appropriate	for	the	players.	Choose	two	teams.	On	
your	signal,	the	fi	rst	player	on	each	team	passes	the	object	through	the	hoop	to	the	second	
player,	who	in	turn	passes	it	to	the	next	player	until	it	reaches	the	end.	The	team	which	fi	nishes	
fi	rst	is	the	winner.

Options
•	 Use	an	object	that	is	easily	handled.

•	 Place	chairs	close	enough	to	the	hoops	that	players	do	not	have	to	overstretch.

•	 Make	arrangements	for	retrieving	the	object	in	case	it	falls	to	the	fl	oor.

•	 If	 the	ability	 to	grasp	 is	an	 issue,	play	as	a	simple	 tagging	game.	
Participants	must	reach	through	the	hoop	and	tag	the	next	player.	
This	option	also	works	well	when	range	of	motion	is	limited.

•	 This	race	can	be	done	without	any	hoops.	Players	simply	pass	an	
object	down	the	line.

•	 Instead	of	using	hoops,	connect	a	rope	or	string	to	cones.	Players	
pass	the	object	under	the	string.

E5300/Davis/fig10.28b/410338/alw/r1   
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Lap ReLay

E5300/Davis/fig10.29/410339/alw/r2

Objective
Be	the	fi	rst	team	to	move	a	ball	from	the	lap	of	each	player.

Play
Choose	two	teams.	On	your	signal,	each	player	takes	a	turn	moving	the	ball,	in	what-
ever	way	possible,	from	his	lap.	When	the	last	player	has	moved	the	ball	from	his	lap,	
the	race	is	over,	and	the	team	that	fi	nished	fi	rst	is	the	winner	of	the	race.

Options
•	 If	players	have	severe	limitations,	the	ball	can	be	placed	under	the	hand	or	arm.	

The	arm	or	hand	should	then	be	moved	in	whatever	way	is	possible	to	release	
the	ball.

•	 If	a	player	has	diffi	culty	reaching	his	lap	with	his	hands,	place	the	ball	in	his	lap	
and	allow	any	movement	to	be	used	that	will	make	the	ball	drop.

•	 The	ball,	held	in	place	by	the	player’s	arm	or	hand,	can	also	be	placed	on	the	
arm	of	a	wheelchair	instead	of	the	lap.

•	 Use	other	objects	in	place	of	a	ball.	Use	items	that	a	person	can	move	easily.

Need	more	ideas	for	relay	races?	Most	of	these	will	work	in	the	chair	or	on	the	fl	oor.

•	 Have	players	use	their	feet	to	knock	pins	down.
•	 Lay	a	pin	on	the	player’s	belly	or	lap.	Wiggle	it	off.
•	 Place	a	pin	on	the	nondominant	side	of	a	player	and	have	her	reach	across	the	

body	to	knock	it	down.
•	 Have	each	team	member	pass	a	pin	to	the	next	player.	The	last	player	has	to	set	

it	on	the	fl	oor	and	knock	it	over.

(continued)
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•	 Place	a	pin	near	a	player’s	head	and	she	can	use	a	head	motion	to	tip	it	over.
•	 Use	a	different	object	in	the	race.	Substitute	a	pom-pom	on	the	player’s	belly,	

lap,	or	head.

•	 Have	the	player	pick	up	and	set	down	a	ball	using	the	feet.

•	 Have	each	player	shake	a	beanbag	off	a	body	part.

•	 Have	players	blow	a	tissue	off	their	faces.

•	 Have	them	tap	a	rhythm	stick	on	the	floor,	or	on	the	counter,	three	times.

•	 Ask	them	to	roll	over	or	twist	in	the	chair	a	few	times.

•	 Have	them	stamp	their	feet	five	times.

•	 Have	players	blink	their	eyes	three	times.

•	 Have	them	push	balls	to	knock	over,	or	hit,	a	target.

Determine	what	actions	and	movements	are	possible	and	go	from	there.

Lap ReLay (continued)
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BaLL DaNCiNG

E5300/Davis/fig10.30/410340/alw/r2

Tap

Tap Squeeze

Swing Lift

Objective
Move	the	ball	to	the	music	in	a	variety	of	ways.

Play
Play	music	with	a	clear	beat	or	sing	a	familiar	song	using	your	own	words.	Have	the	players	
move	a	ball	in	different	ways	in	time	with	the	music.	Use	some,	or	all,	of	the	pictured	move-
ments,	depending	on	the	music.	Add	more	movements,	or	more	repetitions	of	simple	move-
ments,	as	needed.	The	song	“Alley	Cat”	works	well,	as	do	the	suggestions	 in	the	options	
section	of	this	activity.

Options
•	 Use	a	ball	sized	for	the	individual.	In	addition	to	a	regular	ball,	you	can	use	a	pom-pom,	

a	squishy	ball,	a	partially	infl	ated	ball,	or	any	object	that	can	be	easily	moved.
•	 Players	who	cannot	grasp	an	object	can	perform	the	motions	without	a	ball,	using	their	

hands	or	arms.
•	 Try	this	activity	with	the	song	“If	You’re	Happy	and	You	Know	It.”	Substitute	your	own	

words	(such	as	“If	you’re	happy	and	you	know	it,	tap	the	ball”).	Another	classic	song	
that	works	well	is	“Here	We	Go	Round	the	Mulberry	Bush.”	Use	actions	that	suit	the	
activity	instead	of	the	song’s	original	lyrics.

•	 Allow	individual	actions	to	be	as	independent	as	possible,	even	if	they	have	to	be	changed	
or	modifi	ed.

•	 Create	actions	that	can	be	done	by	those	participating.

Ensure that participants can perform activities to the best of their abilities.
The idea is to get all players participating in some way on their own!
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DROp THe FLaG

E5300/Davis/fig10.31/410341/alw/r1   
Objective
Keep	moving	until	the	fl	ag	hits	the	fl	oor.	When	the	fl	ag	hits	the	fl	oor,	all	movement	
stops.

Play
One	player	holds	the	fl	ag.	On	your	signal,	all	the	other	participants	begin	to	move	in	
any	way	possible.	When	the	person	with	the	fl	ag	drops	it,	everyone	must	stop	moving	
by	the	time	the	fl	ag	lands	on	the	fl	oor.	Identify	those	who	stopped	moving	in	time	
and	then	choose	a	new	fl	ag	holder.

Options
•	 When	the	ability	to	grasp	is	an	issue,	place	the	fl	ag	on	a	body	part	and	the	player	

shakes	or	wiggles	until	the	fl	ag	falls	to	the	fl	oor.

•	 Instead	of	having	players	move	until	the	fl	ag	hits	the	fl	oor,	try	giggling.	Everyone	
must	stop	giggling	when	the	fl	ag	lands	(this	is	hard!).

•	 Another	option	is	to	choose	a	specifi	c	nonlocomotor	movement	for	participants	
to	perform	until	the	fl	ag	lands	on	the	fl	oor.

•	 For	a	greater	challenge,	add	a	period	of	time	after	the	fl	ag	hits	the	fl	oor	during	
which	players	must	hold	still	or	keep	from	giggling.	A	few	seconds	or	a	count	
to	fi	ve	is	usually	suffi	cient.
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TeaM eXCHaNGe

E5300/Davis/fig10.32/410342/alw/r1   

Objective
Have	the	most	players	on	your	team	at	the	end	of	the	play	period.

Play
Choose	two	teams.	Place	chairs	next	to	each	other	 in	a	 line,	one	team	facing	the	
other.	Team	A	has	three	tries	to	use	a	ball	to	tag	a	player,	or	the	player’s	chair,	on	
the	opposite	team.	If	team	A	is	successful,	the	tagged	player	moves	to	a	designated	
area.	If	not,	the	ball	goes	to	the	other	team	and	play	begins	again.	When	a	player	is	
tagged,	his	team	has	a	chance	to	get	him	back	by	performing	a	task,	chosen	by	the	
opposite	team,	within	a	certain	time	limit.	If	successful,	the	player	is	returned	to	his	
team.	If	not,	the	player	must	join	the	opposite	team	and	play	continues,	with	team	

(continued)
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B	trying	to	tag	a	player	on the	opposite	team.	Play	continues	by	alternating	teams.	
At	the	end	of	the	play	period,	count	the	number	of	players	on	each	team.	The	team	
with	the	most	players	wins.

Options
•	 To	tag	another	player,	the	ball	can	be	thrown,	pushed,	kicked,	rolled,	or	pushed	

from	a	wheelchair	tray.

•	 Tasks	should	be	appropriate	to	the	abilities	of	the	players.	Modify	the	perfor-
mance	required	for	each	team	member.

•	 You	can	write	tasks	on	paper,	and	a	team	member	can	choose	one.

•	 To	add	another	element	to	the	game,	place	papers	with	tasks	written	on	them	
on	the	floor	and	let	a	team	member	toss	a	beanbag	to	choose	one.

•	 Vary	the	size	of	the	ball	used	to	meet	the	capabilities	of	the	players.	Use	anything	
from	a	tennis	ball	to	a	huge ball.

TeaM eXCHaNGe (continued)
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E5300/Davis/fig10.33/410343/alw/r1   

Remember, it’s about the experience, not the competition!

ReaCH FOR HeiGHT

Objective
Increase	the	distance	each	player	can	stretch.

Play
Create	a	measuring	chart	with	equidistant	 lines	and	post	 it	on	a	wall.	Each	player	
reaches	as	high	on	the	chart	as	possible,	and	the	distance	reached	is	recorded.	Each	
player	then	reaches	again,	trying	to	increase	her	distance.	Repeat	three	times	and	
take	the	best	distance.	The	player	who	improves	her	stretch	the	most	(calculated	by	
subtracting	the	smallest	stretch	from	the	greatest)	is	the	winner	of	each	round.	Repeat	
using	the	opposite	arm.

Options
•	 Make	the	lowest	line	on	the	chart	low	enough	on	the	wall	so	every	player	can	

reach.

•	 Mark	distances	in	small	increments.

•	 Position	wheelchairs	to	facilitate	the	reach	of	each	player.

•	 Use	this	activity	as	one	event	in	a	series	of	activities	or	as	a	stand-alone	activity.
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WHaT’D i see

In games that use spoken words, staff can speak for nonverbal participants.
As always, staff should maintain a meaningful connection to the participants
they are helping. Communication devices can also be programmed or game 

overlays made so the individuals can be verbal.

E5300/Davis/fig10.34/410344/alw/r1   Objective
Identify	which	movements	to	copy	and	which	to	ignore.

Play
This	activity	is	played	like	the	traditional	Simon	Says	game,	but	with	different	words	
spoken	in	a	rap	music	rhythm.	The	player	who	is	the	rapper	makes	various	movements,	
each	preceded	by	saying,	“What’d	I	see?	You	doing	like	me?”	The	other	participants	
copy	the	movement.	When	the	rapper	says,	“Do	like	me,”	instead	of	“What’d	I	see?	
You	doing	like	me?”	participants	hold	the	previous	movement	rather	than	copy	the	
new	one.	Those	who	do	the	new	movement	are	identifi	ed,	and	a	new	rapper	is	chosen	
from	those	who	did	not	change.	Allow	every	player	to	have	a	turn	as	rapper.

Options
•	 Pair	nonverbal	participants	with	another	player	or	staff	member	to	work	as	a	

team.

•	 Program	communication	devices	to	speak	for	the	participant.

•	 Try	this	game	on	the	fl	oor!	Remember	that	games	on	the	fl	oor	can	be	played	
on	the	belly	or	the	back.
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a NeW Happy aND yOU KNOW iT:
CHaiR VeRsiON

E5300/Davis/fig10.35/410345/alw/r1   Objective
Create	new	and	different	actions	to	a	familiar	tune.

Play
Play	an	instrumental	version	of	the	song	“If	You’re	Happy	and	You	Know	It,”	or	sing	without	
music.	Each	participant	takes	turns	making	up	a	movement	for	one	of	the	verses	in	the	song.	
Everyone	does	the	movement	at	the	appropriate	point	in	the	song.

Options
•	 Use	movements	easily	manageable	for	the	group.

•	 If	a	participant	cannot	think	of	a	movement,	note	whatever	he	is	doing	(such	as	smiling,	
shaking	his	head,	making	a	face)	and	quickly	say	the	words	to	fi	t	that	action.	Let	everyone	
copy	the	participant’s	action.

Note:	In	musical	activities	such	as	this,	the	repetition	of	each	verse	allows	extra	time	for	a	
player	to	do	the	action.	For	example,	in	the	traditional	version,	all	would	clap	their	hands	after	
each	repetition	of	the	verse.	In	this	new	version,	a	participant	may	need	all	three	repetitions	
to	get	in	one	independent	clap.	That’s	okay.	The	staff	can	encourage	the	action	during	all	
three	repetitions,	perhaps	starting	with	hand-over-hand	assistance	and	then	shifting	to	verbal	
prompting	only.
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a NeW Happy aND yOU KNOW iT: 
FLOOR VeRsiON

E5300/Davis/fig10.36/410346/alw/r1   

Objective
Perform	new	actions	to	familiar	tunes.

Play
Play	is	the	same	as	the	chair	version	but	with	participants	lying	on	the	fl	oor.	Use	an	
instrumental	version	of	the	song	“If	You’re	Happy	and	You	Know	It,”	or	sing	it	without	
music.	Each	player	takes	a	turn	making	up	an	action	to	one	of	the	verses	of	the	song.	
Everyone	does	the	action.

Options
•	 Try	it	lying	on	the	belly	as	well	as	the	back.

•	 See	the	options	in	the	chair	version.
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sTReaMeR TaG

E5300/Davis/fig10.37/410347/alw/r1   
Objective
Freeze	as	many	players	as	possible	in	a	predetermined	time.

Play
One	player	is	chosen	to	be	the	tagger	and	carries	a	paper	or	cloth	streamer.	On	your	
signal,	all	the	other	players	move	in	any	way	that	they	can	while	the	tagger	tries	to	
touch	them	with	the	streamer.	When	touched	by	the	streamer,	the	player	tagged	stops	
moving.	At	the	end	of	the	playing	time,	count	those	who	were	tagged	and	choose	a	
new	participant	to	be	the	tagger.

Options
•	 Place	participants	close	enough	for	the	streamer	to	reach.	It	is	more	important	

to	work	toward	the	tagger	increasing	his	range	of	motion	and	direction	of	his	
actions	than	to	have	players	placed	to	avoid	the	streamer.

•	 Adjust	distances	individually	for	each	player	who	takes	a	turn	being	the	tagger.

•	 If	a	participant	cannot	move	the	streamer	 independently,	provide	assistance.	
As	always,	when	providing	assistance,	the	helper	must	stay	in	constant	com-
munication	with	the	player	he	is	assisting.	(“I	will	help	you	try	to	tag	Mary.	We	
need	to	lift	your	arm	and	swing	the	ribbon	to	the	right.	Here	we	go.”)	Never	just	
move	a	player;	always	explain	what	is	to	be	done	and	how	you	are	going	to	help.	
Allow	each	participant	who	requires	assistance	the	time	to	fi	rst	try	on	his	own.
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THROW FOR DisTaNCe

E5300/Davis/fig10.38/410348/alw/r1   Objective
Throw,	push,	fl	ing,	or	otherwise	move	a	ball	as	far	as	possible.

Play
Draw	a	line	on	the	fl	oor	with	cross	marks	to	indicate	distance.	Each	player	takes	three	
turns	throwing	a	ball,	in	the	direction	of	the	fl	oor	marks,	as	far	as	she	can.	Players	
can	throw	in	whatever	way	that	is	most	appropriate;	the	distance	of	each	throw	is	
recorded.	The	best	of	the	three	trials	is	used	as	the	participant’s	score.	Play	two	or	
more	rounds	with	each	player	trying	to	beat	her	previous	score.	Keep	a	written	chart	
or	record	on	the	wall	if	desired.

Options
•	 The	size	and	shape	of	the	ball	should	be	individual	to	the	player.

•	 Allow	those	with	limited	grasping	or	throwing	ability	to	push	a	ball	from	the	
lap.	Count	the	distance	the	ball	rolls	since	that	is	determined	by	the	force	the	
player	imparts	to	her	push.

•	 Use	this	as	a	stand-alone	activity	or	as	an	event	in	a	larger	activity	such	as	a	
track	and	fi	eld	event	or	Olympics.

•	 Repetition	of	the	rounds	can	be	done	on	the	same	day	or	on	another	day.
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aLL OR NOTHiNG

E5300/Davis/fig10.39/410349/alw/r2
Objective
Score	the	most	runs	in	the	play	period	by	tossing,	throwing,	or	pushing	beanbags	or	other	
objects	onto	the	game	mat.

Play
Create	a	fl	oor	game	mat	by	drawing	a	tic-tac-toe	style	graphic	on	a	poster	board	(see	the	
illustration).	In	each	of	the	resulting	squares,	alternate	the	words	home run	and	out.	Choose	
two	teams.	Members	take	turns	tossing	the	beanbag	to	the	game	mat.	A	team	scores	a	run	
if	the	beanbag	or	other	object	lands	on	a	home	run	square	and	an	out	if	it	lands	on	an	out	
square.	Beanbags	landing	on	the	line	are	considered	strikes;	three	strikes	equal	an	out.	Each	
team	continues	play	until	three	outs	are	accumulated.	The	other	team	then	takes	their	turn.

Options
•	 Position	chairs	close	enough	to	accommodate	the	individual	players.

•	 Have	players	participate	as	individuals	rather	than	as	part	of	a	team.

•	 A	semi-infl	ated	ball	can	be	used	for	pushing.	It	will	drop	to	the	game	mat	but	not	roll	off.

•	 A	game	mat	can	be	made	from	poster	board	or	taped	onto	the	fl	oor.

Throw out the rules and make your own!
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aeROBiC WORKOUT
Objective
Move	continuously	through	one	music	selection.

Play
This	activity	is	similar	to	an	aerobics	class.	Play	lively	music	with	a	defi	ned	beat	or	
a	song	that	is	familiar	to	the	players.	As	the	music	plays,	call	out	and	demonstrate	
different	actions.	Participants	should	follow	the	actions	called	for	in	the	workout	as	
best	they	can	for	the	entire	music	piece.

Options
•	 Remind	participants	 that	 the	object	 is	 to	keep	moving,	 even	 if	 they	have	 to	

substitute,	modify,	or	continue	with	a	movement	they	can	do.

•	 Allow	movements	that	are	different	from	those	called	if	a	player	cannot	perform	
the	indicated	one.	Any	leg,	arm,	head,	or	body	movement	is	okay.

•	 Use	verbal	prompting	to	keep	everyone	moving	and	motivated.

Warm-Up

E5300/Davis/fig10.40a/410350/alw/r1   a) Inhale while raising the arms, exhale while lowering the arms.
b) Shake and wiggle arms to loosen them up.

c) Shrug the shoulders to loosen them up.
d) Shake and wiggle the legs to loosen them up.
e) Nod the head up and down and side to side.

a b c d ea b c d e
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Workout

E5300/Davis/fig10.40b/410351/alw/r1   
a) Lift and lower arms in sets of six or eight.

b) Push forward and pull back arms in sets of six or eight.
c) Perform arm circles with left arm, right arm, and then both arms together

in sets of six or eight.
d) Perform alternating knee lifts in sets of six or eight.
e) Perform alternating leg lifts in sets of six or eight.

f) Alternate between lifting the right arm up and back down, lifting the
left arm up and back down, lifting the right leg up and back down,

and lifting the left leg up and back down.

Cool-Down

E5300/Davis/fig10.40c/410352/alw/r1   
Shake out the arms, legs, head, and whole body for a count of eight.

a b c

e fd

a b c

d e f
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LiNe KiCK

E5300/Davis/fig10.41/410353/alw/r1   Objective
Move	the	ball	between	the	two	lines	without	it	getting	away.

Play
Arrange	the	players	in	two	teams,	chairs	lined	up	facing	one	another.	On	your	signal,	
a	player	kicks	the	ball	toward	the	other	line.	Players	on	the	other	side	return	it.	Play	
continues	until	the	ball	moves	out	from	between	the	two	lines.	If	the	ball	gets	stuck	
between	the	two	lines,	a	player	can	wheel	forward	to	kick	the	ball	and	get	it	moving	
again.	Alternatively,	a	staff	member	can	give	the	ball	a	push	to	get	it	back	to	one	of	
the	lines.

Options
•	 Use	a	ball	large	enough	for	easy	kicking.

•	 The	two	lines	of	chairs	should	be	placed	close	enough	to	each	other	for	successful	
play.	In	some	cases	the	lines	of	the	chairs	may	have	to	be	only	a	short	distance	
apart,	so	even	a	very	small	kick	will	send	the	ball	to	the	other	side.

•	 If	players	want	to	keep	score,	participants	can	score	one	point	for	every	fi	ve	
kicks	(negotiable),	and	the	ball	scores	one	point	every	time	it	moves	out	of	reach.
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CiRCLe KiCK

E5300/Davis/fig10.42/410354/alw/r1   Objective
Keep	the	ball	moving	in	the	circle	for	a	predetermined	number	of	kicks.

Play
On	your	signal,	players	kick	the	ball	around	the	circle	trying	for	the	targeted	number	
of	kicks	before	the	ball	escapes	from	the	circle	or	comes	to	a	stop	outside	of	any	
player’s	reach.	If	the	group	makes	the	targeted	number,	they	win	the	round.	If	not,	
the	ball	wins	the	round.	Alternatively,	count	the	number	of	successful	kicks	before	the	
ball	stops	and	try	to	beat	that	number	in	each	of	the	following	rounds.

Options
•	 Make	the	circle	small	enough	to	facilitate	successful	kicking.

•	 Use	a	ball	size	appropriate	to	the	size	of	the	circle	and	the	ability	of	the	players.

•	 Consider	removing	the	footplates	on	the	wheelchair	so	a	player’s	legs	can	hang	
free,	facilitating	kicking.
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TaKe a HiKe

E5300/Davis/fig10.43/410355/alw/r1   Objective
Move	your	game	piece	up	and	over	the	mountain	by	performing	various	activities.

Play
This	is	like	a	board	game,	with	the	playing	board	mounted	on	the	wall	for	better	vis-
ibility.	Tape	together	several	pieces	of	poster	board	to	make	a	large	game	board	and	
use	a	box	to	make	the	activity	cube.	Write	instructions	for	each	activity	available	on	
the	activity	cube	and	post	them	on	the	wall	next	to	the	game	board.	Each	participant	
rolls	 the	activity	cube	and	attempts	 the	 indicated	activity.	 If	 she	 is	successful,	her	
game	piece	moves	one	step	up	the	mountain.	If	not,	her	game	piece	remains	where	
it	is	on	the	game	board.	The	cube	is	passed	to	the	next	player	who	takes	her	turn	in	
the	same	way.	The	fi	rst	player	to	go	up,	over,	and	down	the	mountain	is	the	winner.

Options
•	 Activities	should	be	a	mix	of	easy	and	challenging.

•	 Place	the	game	board	on	the	wall	where	all	participants	can	see	it.

•	 If	the	group	prefers,	everyone	can	play	until	all	have	completed	the	game.

•	 This	 is	a	wonderful	 inclusion	activity.	 It	can	be	played	in	wheelchairs,	on	the	
fl	oor,	by	those	with	limiting	conditions,	and	by	those	without,	all	at	once!	The	
key	is	to	make	the	activities	fi	t	the	group.	If	various	skill	levels	and	abilities	are	
present,	use	two	or	more	activity	cubes,	each	with	appropriate	tasks	for	the	
participants	using	them.	Or	choose	activities	for	the	cube	that	can	be	done	in	
some	way	by	each	player.

For	example,	a	participant	without	limiting	conditions	could	attempt	to	jog	
in	place	for	one	minute.	A	participant	in	a	wheelchair	might	do	the	same	activity	
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by	lifting	and	lowering	the	knees.	A	player	on	the	floor	might	stomp	her	feet	or	
simply	have	to	move	her	legs	to	complete	the	activity.

•	 Plan	a	wall	chart	for	activities	that	correspond	to	the	numbers	on	the	activity	
cube.	Activities	for	use	with	the	activity	cube	could	include	the	following:

•	Do	five	breaths	with	very	loud	exhalations.

•	Bring	your	knee	toward	your	chest	three	times.

•	Turn	your	head	side	to	side	five	times.

•	Wiggle	your	fingers	while	someone	counts	to	five.

•	Turn	in	a	circle	three	times.	If	on	the	floor,	roll	back	to	front	and	front	to	back.

•	Bend	forward	and	back	four	times.	If	on	the	floor,	lift	and	lower	your	head	
and	shoulders.

•	Clap	your	hands	with	your	arms	overhead	three	times.

•	Stretch	your	whole	body.	Hold	the	stretch	for	five	seconds	and	then	relax.	
Repeat.

•	Make	circles	with	your	arms	five	times	in	each	direction.

•	Lift	and	lower	your	legs,	one	at	a	time,	five	times	each	leg.

•	Open	and	close	your	mouth	five	times.

•	Bend	side	to	side	very	slowly,	two	times	on	each	side.
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OLyMpiCs
Objective
As	a	team,	complete	each	of	the	activities	in	an	Olympic	event.

Play
Choose	teams	and	let	the	teams	choose	the	country	they	want	to	represent.	Make
gold,	silver,	bronze,	and	Olympic	participant	medals	out	of	poster	board	and	ribbon,	
or	purchase	plastic	medals	in	the	party	supply	area	of	stores.

Each	event	is	a	team	event.	Scores	are	cumulative:	Each	player’s	score	is	added	to	
the	scores	of	the	other	team	members.	The	team	with	the	highest	score	for	each	event	
gets	the	gold.	Follow	up	with	silver,	bronze,	and	Olympic	participant	medals.	Hold	
Olympic	events	over	several	days	or	when	the	actual	Olympics	are	held.

Options
•	 The	events	suggested	are	ideas	only.	Take	any	Olympic	event	and	modify	it	to	

meet	the	abilities	of	the	participants.

•	 Make	up	your	own	events	based	on	the	capabilities	of	the	group.

•	 Within	each	event,	make	accommodations	for	the	individual.

•	 Olympics	can	be	organized	as	an	inclusive	activity.	Since	all	events	are	scored	as	
teams	rather	than	as	individuals,	players	of	all	abilities	can	be	mixed	on	teams.	
Events	should	be	planned	to	accommodate	players	with	and	without	disabilities.	
For	example,	here’s	a	50-yard	dash:

•	Players	capable	of	running	participate	in	an	actual	50-yard dash,	and	their	
times	are	recorded.

•	Players	in	wheelchairs	who	can	wheel	themselves	participate	in	a	10-yard	
dash,	and	their	times	are	recorded.

•	Players	who	cannot	propel	their	chairs	move	their	legs	continuously	for	as	
long	as	they	can,	and	the	time	is	recorded.

•	Add	all	 the	times	of	a	team	together	to	make	the	team	score.	Best	score	
gets	the	gold!

Event Ideas
•	 One-minute	dash:	Each	team	member,	in	turn,	moves	his	legs	continuously	for	

as	long	as	he	can.	Record	the	number	of	seconds	the	player	keeps	moving.	The	
times	of	each	person	on	the	team	are	added	together	to	make	the	team	total	
for	the	event.

•	 Throw	or	push	for	distance:	Each	player	on	a	team	pushes	or	throws	a	ball.	The	
distance	traveled	is	added	to	that	of	the	other	team	members	to	make	a	team	
score.
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•	 Heads-up	event:	Each	player	on	a	team	lifts	and	lowers	her	head	as	many	times	
as	she	can	in	fi	ve	seconds.	The	number	of	head	lifts	is	counted.	Scores	from	each	
team	member	are	added	together	to	make	the	fi	nal	team	score.

•	 Punchball	event:	Each	player	hits	the	punchball	repeatedly	until	he	misses.	The	
number	of	hits	per	 individual	before	a	miss	are	added	 together	 to	make	 the	
team	score.

•	 Ball	drop	event:	Each	team	member	must	pick	up	and	drop	a	sponge	or	squishy	
ball	(or	any	appropriate	ball)	as	many	times	in	ten	seconds	as	he	can.	The	number	
of	repetitions	for	each	player	are	added	together	to	make	a	team	score.

E5300/Davis/fig10.44/410356/alw/r1   
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It is up to you to � nd ways to encourage independent movement and participation 
in physical activities when players have limiting conditions. Providing high-quality 
activities for those with disabilities requires dedication and creativity. There is no 
shortcut. Always start with what is and move toward what may be possible. Have 
con� dence in yourself and those who participate in the activities you create.

Expect success!

The Last Word
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